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This week's Sports section highlights the Racer football team's
loss to Indiana State University,
along with the loss of starting quarterback Stewart Childress to injury.
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Interest grows:
Fraternity Rush
numbers jump
by Elizabeth Cawein
Staff Writer
In early September, several hundred Murray State students prepared for what would be
one of the University's largest Rush periods.
The fall Rush saw a substantial increase in
the number of males interested in going
Greek, said Jim Baurer, Interfraternity Council adviser.
"Last year, we had around 120 eligible
(potential pledges) and this year around 220
eligible whose names were checked on,"
Baurer said. ''The pool of students interested
in joining a fraternity was a lot larger."
Baurer said no major changes in Rush
events have taken place which would cause
such an increase in interested rushees.
"Individual chapters may have marketed
them.~elves better, but as far as actual Rush
events, everything was pretty similar to last
year," he said.
.
IFC President Shawn Miller, senior from
Benton, said he attributes the growth to interest and promotion.
"First of all, we had a much better turnout
at the Hotdogger," Miller said. The Hotdogger is an annual all-Greek event held this year
on Sept. 8. "We also had infonnation booths
at Winslow and good representation at Summer Orientation."
Miller said a possible reason for the
increase in Rush numbers was first-semester
freshmen recruitment. Last fall was the first
semester fraternities recruited first-year
freshmen.
"Also, I think being Greek is really corning
back into popularity," he said.
Adam Scott, freshman from Mayfield, said
he does not think being Greek ever went out
of style .
" It helps you get more involved instead of
being on the outside of things," said the
Alpha Sigma Phi pledge.
Scott admits that at the beginning of the
semester he had no intention of rushing.
''I met a few guys who I worked with and
they told me just to come and check it out,"
he said. "I did and I loved it and I knew it was
for me."
Miller said whether or not the growth will
continue is up to the individual chapters.
"It's really up to the chapters as to how
rush goes each year," Miller said.
Ginny Richardson. Panhellenic Council
adviser, said the figures for the Panhellenic
chapters remained relatively normal.
"We had 158 go through Rush, with 103
women pledging during formal Rush," she
said.
The discrepancies in Rush and pledging are
mostly because of individual withdrawals, as
only 15 women did not match a bid with a
sorority, Richardson said.
"Since then, 13 more have been taken in
through continuous open recruitment," she
said.
Two sororities have yet to reach quota,
Richardson said, and one of the chapters has
definite plans to continue to take in women
through further recruitment activities.
''The number is about the nonn for us," !;be
said . "It doesn't sound like a lot, but it is.
Quota is 26, which is a good number for a
new-member class - it allows everyone to get
to know everyone else."
From the 220 eligible, 149 pledges were
taken in by member chapters of the IFC.
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Women take lead
in graduation rates
by Adam L Mathis
Online Editor
For Jennifer Moss, college was
not a question but an assumption.
"(Going to college) was never a
decision I remember having to
make," Moss, a senior from Dyer,
Tenn., said. "I think it was probably
more of an expectation than a decision."
In addition to classes, Moss said
she also is a member of Alpha
Gamma Delta, president of the Panhellenic Council and a member of
Omicron Delta Kappa honors society.
"Once I got involved, it was hard
to stop getting involved." Moss
said.
Moss is part of a growing trend
across the country and at Murray
State University: More women are
enrolling and graduating from' college than males.
"More women are coming to college these days,'' said Don Robertson, vice president of Student
Affairs. "Even for (Murray State),
it's about 60 percent female."
According to the 2002-03 "MSU
Fact Book." the 60-to-40 percent
women-to-men enrollment ratio has
existed since 2000, and women held
a 59 percent m<\iority in 1999.
Women also comprise 61 percent
of the spring 2003 graduates and
60.2 percent of the graduates for
2002, according to Bursar's Office
statistics.
University President F. King
Alexander said the University experienced a slight increase in male
enrollment this year, rising to 43
percent.
'This little j ump, however, is not
significant enough to stake any
claim in," Alexander said. "Every
indicator shows women are succeeding at faster rates than men. It
raises social and economic questions for the future."
Those questions also may have to
be answered on a national level.
According to a projection in the
National Center for Education Statistics' "Digest of Education Statistics" magazine, 56.3 percent of
*M"ti"'*"h«§#ti#¢3· S8"!
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degrees conferred in 2000 were to
women. Another prediction esti·
mates women will make up 58 percent of all bachelor's-degrees recipients in 2004-05.
Women also comprise 56 percent
of students attending college in
2000.
"We lose many men after high
school because many see the shorttenn benefits of getting jobs direct·
ly out of high school,'' Robertson
said. "Women seem more focused .
They see the long-tenn benefits.
Perhaps they are more visionary,"
Mark Malinauskas. director of the
honors program, said women's
"vision" also extends to academic
success: 60 percent of honors program participants are female.
Robertson said women also tend
to have higher GPAs.
"Women tend to persist and take
on more leadership roles," Robertson said.
While Malinauskas said no
changes have been made to the honors program because of the
increased number of females. David
Wilson, interim Housing director,
said his department has been forced
to make accommodations for the
rising number of women enrolled.
Wilson said in recent years, floors
in Elizabeth. Franklin, White and
Regent-; have been changed from
male to female. However, Wilson
said number of women is "not a
problem at this point."
'This year, we ended up having
ample space for women and less for

see GRADUATION I 3

(Left to right from top) Seniors Shamira Gongora, from Belize; Katie Burnett, from
Fort MitcheU; Emily Kretz, from Christopher, Ill.; Laura Book, from Henderson;
William Conyers, from Glasgow; Ashley Dawn Johnson, from Marlon; Camilla Buckingham, from O'Fallon, IlL; Leslie Barger, from Carrier Mills, IU.; and Jackie RobiDson, from Owensboro.
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Smoking Section?
University looks into student concerns
about smoke outside Faculty Hall
by Lauren Friskel
Staff Writer
The perpetual cloud of smoke
that hangs over the entrance to
Faculty Hall has been the topic of
discussion lately among students
and the administration.
Michele Overbey, sophomore
from M urray, said the smoke
makes her feel sick.
"It gives me a headache," Overbey said. " I hate the smell of it. I
hold my breath as I walk through."
Robert Brumley, freshman from
Murray, also is bothered by the
crowds of students smoking outside of Faculty Hall.
"It is like cancer al

(Pro)~~)
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ley said. "I don't mind that people
smoke, but it seems like you are
bombarded with clouds of smoke
as soon as you walk out the door."
Brumley said it would help if
the University designated smoking areas.
Don Robertson, vice president
of Student Affairs, said the idea of
designating smoking areas has
been suggested to rhe administrators.
''(The Student Government
Association) has received complaints about this from students,"
Robertson said. ..This complaint
has been heard and we are looking
into it."
At Robertson· s request, Sandm
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Kris Cook, freshman from Mt. Vernon, Ill., and Derek Leatherman, freshman from Paducah, relax outside Faculty Hail.

Jordan, dean of the college of
Humanities and Fine Arts, is
speaking to the University lawyer
about whether the administration
has the right to regulate smoking
areas outside a state building.
"Smoking is prohibited inside
all state buildings, but we don· t
know what the law is here about
being able to regulate what's happening outside," Jordan, who
serves as Faculty Hall building
coordinator, said.
Depending on what the Jaw
says, l}obertson said the admini!'·
tration may consider making the
area outside two of the entrances
smoke-free. He said it would have
to be a compromise between both
groups.
"We don't want to banish smok·
ers - they have rights too," he
said.
Susan Marshall. senior from
Hawesville. thinks the restrictions
conflict with her rights as a smoker.
" Jf they are complaining about
us smoking outside and we can't
smoke inside. then where are we
supposed to smoke'!" Marshall
asked.
But Becky Field, senior from
O'Fallon, Ill., said she was not
oppo~ed to the suggestion of designated <;moking areas.
"I think it's okay," Field said. " I
understand not everybody wants
to walk through a bunch of smoke.
lt'.s just like the regulations that
exist in restaurants."
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Congress, audience
hears Alexander's
finance testimony
by MeUssa Kilcoyne
News Editor
As part of the Subcommittee on 21st Century Competitiveness Hearing, University President F. King Alexander spoke
before Congress Wednesday about the importance of collegiate
and university affordability.
The hearing concerns a bill being debated in the U.S. House
of Representatives that Alexander said favors high·cost institutions over those who strive to keep costs lower.
'This inquiry is long overdue in view of the fact that the last
major policy debate regarding the important role of the federal
government in supporting higher education access and affordability occurred over 30 years ago," he said. ··Ironically, federal programs in totality give incentive for institutions to increase
tuition and set high sticker prices."
Murray State disproportionately suffers under federal aid
packages Alexander said, because of a dedication to low costs.
"In lower-tuition states where institutions like ours charge
much less than the national average, state appropriations generally account for a much higher percentage of educational cost
than do student tuition and fees." he said.
Alexander said Murray State is reducing expenditures by
eliminating positions :.tnd reducing class options. but an
increase in outside costs will negatively affect the budget.
"Despite these ongoing expenditure reductions and cost-saving measures that we have undertaken during the last several
years, externally driven fixed costs have continued to drastically impact our overall University budget." be said.
While Alexander said other schools are trying to kill the bill.
he said he would rather help Congress modify the legislation to
make it more effective.
"If the federal government is to help improve the efficiency
of the marketplace of higher education. it can contribute materially by collecting, calculating and distributing actual program
cost information by types of institutions and then use such
information as a more viable basis for its allocation of federal
subsidies,'' he said. "Such an initiative would simplify federal
policies while not penali:r.ing states that continue to commonly
finance their higher education systems and institutions that
have kept costs down."

News Editor: Melissa Kilcoyne
Assi5tant News Editor. Valle& Childer.;
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Catnpus Briefly

Phone: 762-4468

Corrections

Thursday, Sept. 18
8:03 a.m. Facilities Management
reported the theft of signs from
Alexander Hall and the Business Building. A report was
taken.
8:39 a.m. An officer advised a
vehicle was parked in the
restricted area by the Hester
Hall dumpsters. A parking citation was issued.
9:18 a.m. A caller from the Curris Center reported signs were
stolen from the building. A
report was taken.
2:19 p .m. A caller advised there
was a small fire in the rock garden behind Doyle Fine Arts.
The caller stopped the fire with
a fire extinguisher.
7:13 p.m. A caller reportt.>d a
fight in front of Winslow Dining
Hall. An individual matching
the description of one of the
subjects involved in the fight
walked into Hester College, but
no contact was made with the
subject. No report was taken.

New empowennent group
to discuss women's issues

Deparbnent to sponsor
student-directed plays

Matta

Ubraries sponsor annual
book sale next week
The Pogue, Waterfield and the
James 0. Overby libraries will
host an annual book sale Thursday and next Friday in the
breezeway in front of Waterfield
Library.
Students, faculty and staff are
encouraged to d onate books to
the library for the sale. Books and
other forms of media will be
accepted.
Proceeds from the book sale
will go to the book budget for the
reference department of Waterfield Library.
For more information, phone

Barnard/The News

Instructor Tung Dinh teaches Recreation 119, a beginning karate
and introduction to tae kwao doe class. All students in the class
will receive a white belt by the end of the .semester.
Mary Black at 762-4817.

The depamnent of theatre and
dance will sponsor auditions for
student-directed shows from 6 to
9 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday.
The auditions will be held in
the Robert E. Johnson Theatre on
Wednesday and in the lobby of
Elizabeth College on Thursday.
Acting experience is not
required.
For more information, phone
Pamela Kane at 762-4421.

MSU offers yoga classes
for students and public

team approach.
The clinic is sponsored by the
Murray State Psychological Center.
Families interested in the clinic
can make appointments by phon·
ing 762-2504.
For more information, phone
Laura Uljequist at 762-2581.

Yoga classes are soon to be
offered at Murray Stat~.
Those interested in participating in yoga classes are invited to
attend an informational meeting
from 7 to 8 p.m. Tuesday in the University student wins
Carr Health Building Dance Stu'Miss Pride of the South'
dio.
Annie Leigh Cruse, a sophoThe meeting is free for University students and $8 for the pub- more organizational communicalic. Students should be sure to tions major from Marion, TIL,
recently woq the Miss Pride of
bring their Racercards.
Each class thereafter will cost the South Pageant.
$5 for University students and $8 · The pageant was held Aug. 9 in
Somerset.
for the pu blic.
The Miss Pride of the South
For more information, phone
Alicia Kiegelis Dane at (731) 782- pageant is a preliminary to the
Miss America Pageant.
3949.
Cruse will compete for the title
Annual family clinic opens; of Miss Kentucky in June 2004.

therapy sessions available
The annual Free Family Clinic
is now open until Nov. 25 from
3:30 to 5 p.m. Tuesdays Ordway
Hall in Room 401.
The clinic offers free family
therapy using the family therapy

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Vanessa Childers, assistant news
editor. If you U'Ould like to submit
infontultion for a brief, phone 762-

Friday, Sept. 19
12:32 a.m. A caller from White
College reported a missing exit
sign on the ninth floor of the
college. A report was taken.
2:13 a.m. A caller from Richmond College reported misconduct by a Murray'police officer
nt the Alpha Gamma Rho
house. The caller was advised to
contact the Murray Police
Department with the complaint.
5:30 p .m. The Nashville Police
Department advised the fiancee
of a Murray State student
requested a welfare check on
her fiance who may have been
involved in a vehicle accident.
The department was notified
there had been no vehicle accidents in Calloway County.

Saturday, Sept. 20
2:27 p.m. A caller reported she
was receiving harassing phone
calls. A report was taken.
6:38 p .m. A caller reported a

4468.
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vehicle hit a sign at the roundabout. The vehicle left the scene
and headed toward Chestnut
Street. Officers could not locate
the vehicle.
10:55 p .m. An officer advised he
was chasing subjects who possibly attempted to break into the
vending machine at the intramural fields. The officer
advised the subjects ran off
campus.

Sunday, Sept. 21
12:29 a.m. A caller requested a
welfare check for an intoxicated
subject in front of White College. The subject was transported tQ. the emergency room at
Murray-Callaway County Hospital. A report was taken.
2:57 p.m. A caller reported compact discs and a stereo were
stolen from her vehicle, which
was parked in front of Springer
College. A report was taken.
3:38 p .m. A caller advised she
had fallen down and could not
get up. The Murray Police
Department was notified since
the call came from off campus.
The MPD requested assistance.
Emergency Medical Services
and a Public Safety officer
responded. A report was taken.

Monday, Sept. 22
12:05 a.m. A caller advised
someon e attempted to break
into her vehicle while it was
parked in front of Springer College. She advised she did not
know if anything was missing.
A report was taken, and the
incident is under investigation.
4:42a.m. A caller advised someone broke into her car parked in
front of Springer College and
stole stereo equipment and a
CD player. A report was taken,
and the incident is under inves·
ligation.
3:08 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth College reported she was
receiving harassing phone calls
a nd e-m ails. A report was
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l 8ET • FOR 111 CIULD'S PRICL
MUST HAVE MSU 10 FOR DISCOUNT
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FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
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CAU 753-0700

All services free of charge.
0 Free Pregnancy Test
(;21 Information About ALL Choices
~ Caring and Confidential Help

753-3333

Qosed Sundall

Dance Specials! (Ages 6 :Adults)
Come To Our FREE CLASS!
• Learn great moves &
choreography
• Hip-Hop, Jazz, and Pom
Routine (cheer dance)
• It's fresh. hip, fun, and easy
to learn
• This non-stop dancce
sequence is great exercise

/

1506 Chestnut Street (across from the l&T Building)
www.LHouse.org email • lifehouse@murray-ky.nrt

UFEHOUSE
C.&r~Cmta

• Join our junior dance squad

I Call 759-0146 (or more info. j

(630) 110-2Sr.2

fJest Prices

Police Beat is compiled by Vanessa
Cfrilders, assista11t news editor,
witfr materials provided by Public
Safety. All dispatched calls are not
listed.

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray, KY

ea11 toda!l for a list of

•

Racer Escorts: 11
Motorist Assists: 6

P.m.

rental items and prices
""'

Wednesday, Sept. 24
8:05 a.m. The Murray Police
Department advised a reckless
driver was heading south on
Sixteenth Strt>et. The car was
gone upon officer arrival.
8:58 a.m. A caller from the
Housing Office requested an
officer take a theft report. A
report was taken, and the incident is currently under investigation.
4:56 p.m. A caller from the Curris Center reported someone
was stuck on the elevator. At
4:58 p.m., the caller advised
children were playing on the
elevator, and it was working.
6:32p.m . A caller from Winslow
Dining Hall advised a group in
the dining hall was getting
rowdy. The caller asked for an
officer to calm the group.

R1. & Sat.
8 a.m.- 8 P.m.

ice cream

I01 V., O ... F hufft.·t 'vit h MSi l II>

9:23 a.m. Callers in Oakley
Applied
Science
Building
reported they were stuck in the
elevator. Facilities Management
was notified.
4:28 p.m. A caller from Regen ts
College requested an officer
take a report about a stolen
sweatshirt. A report was taken,
and the incident is currently
under investigation.
10:06 p.m. A caller advised
someone driving a vehicle in
the residential college circle
parking lot hit a vehicle parked
in the lot then drove away. The
parked vehicle sustained no
damage, and no report was
taken.

I New Purses & bai!s by IMmi!]

~

/elegant Chair Cover Rentals
(
and
all of your Event needs!

2 locations to serve you better ! • Soup & fresh
salad bar
406 N. 12th SL 1004 Paris Rd.
Murray
Mayfield, KY 42066
• Hand-dipped
247-8188
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Tuesday, Sept. 23

t o% discount off tannlna Padwles.
swimwear and lotions with MSU 1.0.

RENT YOUR MOVIES AT THE MOVIES

For Showumes. Call:

taken, and the incident is currently under investigation.

Tunnlng & Storage Rental

1 008 C h estnut S t .

Men • Women • Children
Costume Rental • Formals • Wedding • Maternity • Nursing
~ ~: Mon.· Sat. 10 a.m.· 6p.m.
~: Rita Wyatt 762.0207

759-2348
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In the Sept. 19 publication,
Gary Brockway was incorrectly
referred to as the assistant
provost. Brockway is the provost.
Also, John Vaughn, superintendent of Henderson schools, was
incorrectly referred to as the
superintendent of Murray State's
Henderson campus.

Empowerment of Women will
meet at 3 p.m. Monday in Faculty
Hall Room 106 to elect officers
and make plans for the year.
Empowerment of Women is a
student organization concerned
with issues facing women in society.
For more information, phone
Staci Stone at 762-4717.
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We offer on·going dance classes for ages 3 - adult.
Check out our awesome adult hip-hop & Yoga.
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Fir&t: Bapti&t Church
h• SwilL Milkier tO'td/tiabmlli.
Sundays: 8;30 n m
..... .. ·~······· ..Conrempomry Worship
9:45 am . ..--········· •.........• •..........• ................ Btble Study
10:55 a.m .......
•...... _......Tradtlionai/Blendcd Worship
6 p.m. . .. ...... ... . ..•..
.•• • .. .•.. Traditional Worship
8 p.m ....... ···-········· •.....•...• Contemporary Worsh•p (The Nt'l)
Wednesdays: 5:30 p.m .. .......................... ~..Fellowship Pro~yer
6;35 p.m........... ............ ............ ....................Prayer Meetin&
'Tilt~ It a -..,.,.ry __., ocntrr 11 a fltlf""-tor.tti~~
~•••illrdy rw«~t~~owe .......

%03 s. :M sc, MW'I'I)A ll •

Nai~ ~by Trang \
• Located conveniently
at The Cutting Edge,
in front of Wai-Mart

•1 0°/o MSU discount
-Manicu re
-Pedicures
-Full set
-Airbrush Designs

Call for an appointment • walk-ins weJcome 767-0000

,.1

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
SERVICE TIMES
Sunday 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Wednesday, 7 p.m.
We would like to invite you to join

us in worship and fellow!>hip at

America's Church of God
Shoney's Inn Conference Room
10 a.m. Worship Service 5 p.m. Bible Study
Everyone Welcome! Come as you are!

PASTOR
Allen
(270l 556·9366 • americascog@hotmai
Waid
Shoney's Inn Located on Hwy 641
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Graduation:
Officials downplay
parking
problem
.
Female graduation rates,
.

by Vanessa Childers
Assistant News Editor

Sanit Sopitgirapast/The News

When Josh Rose asks senators in the Student Government Association for complaint.; their constituents have voiced, parking is an issue mentioned every week.
"Does anyone el~e have any issues.
except for parking?" Rose, SGA president,
said Wednesday night at the SGA meeting
after several senators voiced complaints
about the lack of parking on campus.
"Because I don't want to hear anymore
about parking."
The senators were silent.
"I want to hear ca~e by case, but people
want to come to me and say there is no
parking," Rose ~aid. "There is parking people just don't want to walk."
Although some students complain parking lots at the University are crowded, Rose
said students should go to other universities
to see their parking lots are more crowded
than Murray State's.
"Students want more (parking) spots, but
we're not full," Rose said.
Students with parking complaints are not
unique to Murray State.
''People just don' t want to walk," Jan
Quigg, parking services supervisor at East-

em Kentucky University, said. "They want
to park at the door, and that just doesn't
happen on college campuses.''
In addition to having accessiblity to open
parking spots on campus, students at Murray State pay Jess for their parking tags than
students at other instiutions.
"From what I have heard from others,
parking at Murray State is closer and
cheaper than at other universities," David
DeVoss, director of public safety for Murr.ty State, said.
Parking permits at Eastern Kentucky
University and Austin Peay State University cost less than those at Murray State.
However, other universities, such as the
University of Kentucky and the University
of Louisville, charge about twice as much
for parking pennits.
DeVoss said he hao; known students in
the past who have attended Murray State
and another university and have said our
parking is better.
''I just know that our (parking) is less
expensive, generally ... than other (universities'),'' DeVoss said.
DeVoss said Murray State tries to provide the best parking on campus ac; it can.
Said DeVoss: "1 am always a proponent
of making (University) parking better.''

enrollment surpass males'
From Page 1
men," Wilson said.
Cherie Timberlake,
coordinator of AfricanAmerican Student Services, said officials in
her area are offering special programs based on
gender. The male program addresses issues
such as grooming and
post-college concerns.
"We just try to keep
(black males) informed
and get them together to
fellowship with one
another so they can get
some connections here,"
Timberlake said.
Alexander said he is
concerned about the
number of black males
enrolled since the gap
between black males and
females is much wider
than the gap between

white males and females.
According to the
"Digest of Education
Statistics." black males
made up 36.7 percent of
all blacks enrolled at
degree-granting institutions in 2000.
While Alexander is
concerned about the
wider gap found between
black males and black
females, he questioned if
more successful females
in general
should be
considered a "problem."
He said the trend should
not prompt the University to tum down qualified
females.
Said Alexander: "I
don't think it's an urgent
issue to get to that equal
5()..50 ratio (of men to
women)."

New transportation allows larger traveling groups, increases safety
by Lauren Friske!
Staff Writer
University organizations can now travel in
larger groups to events as IS-passenger buses,
including drivers, gradually replace older vans
and offer increased safety precautions
University President F. King Alexander said
the traditional vans, which originaJiy held 15
passeng~. are prone to blowouts that can lead
to a loss of control and nationally have sometimes resulted in the vans flipping over.
Phyllis Anderson, secretary for transportation. said the buses arrived at the University in
March.
"Racer Transportation is for the University
faculty and staff to use,·· Anderson said. "Faculty and staff can take them out of town on field
trips or use them on campus."
Alexander said the University is in the
process of limiting the number of people who
can ride in the vans.
"We cut it do11.11IO 11 people two years ago,"
he said. "'This year we' ve limited it to eight
people."
Casey O'Daniel, senior from Johnsonville,
Tenn .. Slrid she preferred the seating arrangements in the old vans.

"The new ones only fit two people to a seat,"
she said. "The old ones could fit three or four
people on the same seat, which made it easier to
talk to people."
Anderson said professors transport students
to off-campus classes in the buses.
"For example, education majors may use
them to get to schools to observe classes," she
said.
The new buses will eventually replace the
older ones, Alexander said, and because of
.safety issues, he believes the state will eventually direct a mandate at universities to stop
using such vans.
"We are in the process of phasing out the old
vans," he said. "We believe we're ahead of the
curve on this one."
The University is returning the leased vans to
the state, Alexander said. The leased vans have
to meet a new set of safety regulations and are
only available for limited use.
The certification process to drive a new bus
also has changed, which Alexander said is a
student safety issue.
Anderson said in order to drive a Racer
Transportation bus, applicants must be 25 years
of age and a member of the faculty, staff or a
student.

Hatha Yoga,
KundaDni & l~ar

Paul Baker/The News

The University is replacing its eight-passenger vans witb new IS-passenger buses to increase safety precautions.
Alexander said drivers ha\'e to participate in
an orientation that requires logging 100 miles
behind the wheel with an inslructor.
O'Daniel rode in Racer Transportation to
cheerleading camp in Knoxville, Tenn.
''I like the old ones better," O'Oaniel said.

1'hey are much more comfortable."
Elizabeth Skees, senior from Lexington and
a member of the rowing team, said the 15 passenger vans allowed for more comfort.
"For long period.o; of time, (the new buses)
are uncomfonable," she said. "You pretty much

have to sit upright the entire time."
O'Daniel said one advantage of the new
buses is the air conditioning.
'1'he air conditioning works reaDy well," she
said. "The old vans took forever to get heated
up or cooled down."
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TUESDAY EVENING 7 - 8 P.M.
Carr Health Building/Dance Studio
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FIRST CLASS IS FREE!
Come as you are ln comfortable clothes!
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Call with questions • (731) 782-3949
Alicia Kiegelis Dane
Member of the International Association
o(Yoga Therapists

Mon.- Fri.
a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday
9 a .m. - 5 P·I?·

·2667 St. Route 94 East
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-FOOD • (753-3663)
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13 miles south of Murray on Hwy.. 121
near Paris Landing • 731 - 232-8323
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Opinion Editor: Taylor Ewing
Phone 762-4468
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University vehicles inaccessible
The staffeditorial is the majority opinion of the editorial
board of "The Murray State
Issue:
News.
" The editorial board is
Disabled
of all section edicomposed
students may be
tors.
unable to attend
In last week's staff editorial, we
out-of-town
criticized the University for only
events for
agreeing to provide adequate
Murray State
facilities for disabled people after
fighting a disability complaint
because
from the Office of Civil Rights
University vans
for four years.
are not
However, because tliis is such
handicapped
an important issue and students'
accessible.
rights are continually overlooked,
we decided we have more to say.
Recently it has come to our
POSITIO N:
attention that there are not only a
Not having
number of University buildings
adequate
insufficiently equipped with standard accommodations for the distransportation
abled,
but Murray State buses
for all students
also
lack
features necessary to
prevents them
accomodate disabled riders.
from attending
Students in wheelchairs, like
University
Stephanie Sharp, senior public
events and
relations major from Owensboro,
may be unable to attend Universidenies them
ty-affiliated
functions. such as
equal
the Legislative Research Comopportunities.
mission Forum in Frankfort and a
public relations networking event
in Louisville, because University
buses do not have wheelchair

Our View

What do you think is the
most overlooked sport?
Why?
''Crew, because
they get up at 5
every morning
and don't get recognized for their
hard work."
Ernest Camel
8¥!/or, Esm'ngton

"Field hockey,
because most
people don't
know about it."

lifts.

Sharp may not be able to attend
the events she says will give her
"an opportunity to network with
PR professionals and help (her)
get a job after graduation" without the help of Robin OrvinoProulx, the Public Relations Student Society of America faculty
adviser.
Sharp said Orvino-Proulx is
"being very supJX>rtive and doing
all she can" to help her make it to
the conferences. Sharp said this
includes JX>SSibly renting a bus
that is equipped with the proper
standards of accessibility for
handicapped individuals.
Orvino-Proulx said she has
called a number of departments
on campus for help with the situ-

"Rodeo, because
most people don't
consider it a
sport, but it takes
a real athlete to
ride a bull for
eight seconds."

''Dance, because
dancers have to
be just as athletic
as other athletes."
XcvonnaBdl
fmhman. L.oulsvfle

Rashod Taylor/The News
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"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University community's source for information .
Our goal Is to present that Information In
a fair and unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands·
on learnmg environment for those students
Interested in journalism or other fields relatIng to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, 1ts editors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News· is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publica·
lion of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News• Is free.
Add1t1onal copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

fully accessible van, but has yet to
find an affordable option.
She said JMC Chair Jeanne
Scafella and College of Business
and Public Affairs Dean Dannie
Harrison also have begun to seek
out options for Sharp.
Although we applaud the
efforts of Orvino-Proulx, Scafella
and Harrison, who are working to
protect lhe rights of students, we
are disappointed that leading
administrators have not

Nevertheless, we realize University officials may not have
been previously aware of the
need for full -accessible transJX>rtation for students, as this was
not a complaint included in the
recent lawsuit.
However, now that this issue
has come to light, there is no
excuse, not even budget cuts, for
not providing all students the
~oal opportuQities to which they
are entitled.

Minister challenges evolution theory
In My
Opinion

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175

ation, including the department
for equal opportunities, but was
told by Director Annazette Fields
that her department would not
cover any of the cost to obtain a
wheelchair-accessible v~, but
~ther the department of J?~
tsm and mass co~urucauon
would have to pay for tt
· Fields could not be reached for
comment.
Orvino-Proulx . said she has
tried for several weeks to locate a

PAUL

McDADE

Evolution is an ancient faith with
its origin in the garden of Eden, as the
Biblical account makes clear.
The serpent's promise to the
woman in the garden was the ability
of humans to find knowledge apart
from God, to become gods through
that knowledge and ultimately to
determine right and wrong on their
own (Genesis 3:5). From that point
on, man, apart from God's Word, has
sought out and developed the implications of this misguided evolutionary faith he wants to believe.
The ancient Egyptians are notable
among evolutionisL~. believing that
man and gods were of one nature.
Rising to the apex of the 'pyramid, the
king or pharaoh was both god and
man, a priest of the gods and manifestation of the highest order on earth.·
But. men upon death were increased
in power, and the living received
power from them. This was all part of
an evolutionary development of man
into god and a reflection of the evolution of the gods themselves.
RJ. Rushdoony, in "A Christian
Survey of World History," quotes an

Egyptian writing in which the god
Neb-er-tcher declares, "I evolved the
evolving of evolutions. I evolved
myself under the form of the evolutions of the god Khepera; which were
evolved at the beginning of all time. I
evolved with the evolutions of the
god Khepera; I evolved by the evolution of evolutions - that is to say, I
developed myself out of the primeval
matter. My name is All~ (Osiris),
the germ of primeval matter."
Modem scientific evolution is the
repackaging of this ancient faith. Darwin's "The Origin of Species" met a
ready market. selling out the fust day
it was offered. This is not because
there is anything scientific about 'evolution. Darwin simply repackaged the
ancient faith, from the garden forward. expressed in the language of
"gods," and gave it a new, more subtle "scientific" look.
Man no longer had a future of evolution ahead of him. He was now
seen as reaching the height of order in
this life: ''Eat drink and be meny, for
tomorrow we die."
Societies built upon this evolution-

ary religious faith can have no stable
concept of law. By the progressive
era in the early 1900s, the leadership
in the United States was self-conscious in its application of evolutionary principles to civil law.
Woodrow Wilson, when leader of
the progressives. argued: "All we
Progressives ask is that the Constitu·
tion be intetpreted in accordance with
Darwinian Principles." This meant to
civil law that the language of the U.S.
Constitution could be manipulated in
order for judges to embark upon
social experimentation.
As new pharaoh of the modem
evolutionary order, from the apex of
their own civil institutions. judges
would remake man into their image
for the future. The foolish results that
have followed were predictable.
The United States has programs of
environmentalism that save whales,
spotted owls and snail darters, while
human babies are slaughtered by the
millions in the wombs of their mothers. The animal rights movement is a
fitting testimony to the folly of the
evolutionary faith that makes all

nature one: man, beast and God.
As Neb-er-tcher supposedly developed himc;elf from primeval matter,
so today the scientific explanation is
ordered from a big bang. In either
case, evolution believes in an order
coming from chaos.
When things go wrong, evolution
seeks return to chaos as a means of
regeneration or starting again. But, as
chaos is also the practical result of
evolutionary theory. it is impossible
to discern between that hope and its.
practical results. As things get worse.
men are more hopeful and encourage
themselves that evolution is, after all,
the answer.
The root problem, then, is the
desire for an evolutionary explanation that exists in us. Ultimately that
desire falls under the judgment of the
God of Scripture. There is a monkey
in us. through which he makes monkeys out of us.

Paul McDade is a campus minister and
a speaker a1 the Reformed Presbyterian Fellowship Bible Studies.

•Your Opinion
Family Foundation member
claims 'News' article Inaccurate
To the Editor:
'ntis is in response to Lauren Friskel's "Ani·
cle contnins fallacies." Instead of elucidating
readers on the Come Together Kentucky Conference and the ankle I wrole, Lauren Friske!
obscured the story. Not only did she fail to
include my responses to the critics after interviewing me, but she persisted in misrepresenting mtonnation that wa.c; clearly explained to
her.
Here are the facts: Alliance sponsored ,the
pro·homosexual event which took place on
Murray State's campus on April 4 to 6. CfK
featured noted homosexual activists, gay and
lesbian movies and more than 25 workshops.
including topics on sexual fetishes, an introduction to sex toys, gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgenuered pagani~m and lesbian sex infonnation taken directly from a program
guide handed out to conference participants.
The sexual fetishes seminar is described in
the program: "Topics will consist of

sadomasochism; bondage/discipline; domination/submission; physical fetishism (feet,
brea.c;t.legs, etc.); psychological fetishism (fantasy, contro~ masturbation). Explanations of
what makes something a fetish. how it arouses
someone and where fetishes extend from and
why. The central focus will be on safety....
Come and Jearn to be open to your own and
other persons' sexuality."
According to the program guide, Gia B~
ry was slated to lead this seminar, and this is
what I reported. That she didn't appear is beside
the point. Here is what I said in the story: "And
what are the qualifications to lead such a seminar'? Gia Bathory, seminar instructor, worked in
many 'bondage' houses and made several adult
films associated with heavy bondage/domination and sado-masochism. Gia has worked as
an adult entertainer, stripper, and pole dancer.
She has also appeared on 'The Jerry Springer
Show· and has won second place for Amateur
Transsexual Film of the Year."
As far as the seminar on paganism. Alliance
Adviser Melanie McCallon downplnys if not
outright denies it. Yet according to the program
guide, the seminar Coming Out of the Broom
Closet: Gay, usbian, Bisexual and Transgen-

dered Paganism was presented on April 5 and
led by Glenda Jennings, wbo identifies herself
as a witch.
If my crime is reporting about CTK, then I
plead guilty. It was brought to our attention by
concerned parents who aren't interested in their
tuition dollars funding activities they find
objectionable and are insulted that an institution
of higher learning would pass off the content of
this conference as wonhy of their endorsement
Vice President for Srudent Affairs Don
RobertSOn welcomed conference participants
with open arms.
"11lis is an important conference, and we are
pleased to be a part of this year's event."
Robertson said in a letter. "Murray State University values diversity and is an institution
where individual differences are respected, valued and appreciated. This weekend will be a
learning and growth·producing experience for
all of us."
It is understandable that Murray State is now
embarrassed that the public became aware of
the details of the pro-homosexual conference,
but for the student newspaper to run such an
uncritical piece is unfortunate.
According to an open-records request, two

Murray State departments spent $998 to help
underwrite the conference. The Office of Student Affairs shelled out $918 on food and public safety, while the Kentucky Institute for
International Studies spent $80 on advertising.
Why a publicly funded university would
financiaUy support a conference where controversial sexual behaviors are promoted is any·
one's guess- including Friskel's- who would
have done well to investigate the conference's
message rather than just attacking the messenger who reported this.
Richard Nelson
Policy Analyst
The Family Foundation
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Library aisle proves treacherous Fellow male questions
There's a danger lurking on Murray State's campus of which most
students are innocently unaware.
But the danger is a reality to Brandon Vandekamp, freshman from
Nashville, Tenn.
Vandekamp was innocently
studying in Watedield library last
Tuesday night when he decided to
get up and take a walk. Little did he
know, this would be his last walk for
the next three days.
"I was just a little bored studying
my civ.," Vandekamp said. "So I
decided to take a walk and kind of
clear my mind. Suddenly, I realized
I wasn't familiar with my surroundings and had no idea how to get back
to my backpack."
Vandekamp had wandered into a
part of the library where even hardcore studiers, like foreign exchange
students. dare not go. He found himself in a far comer of Watedield
known as Section Y.
"It was horrible," a shivering
Vandekamp said. "I had to just keep
walking and walking and seeing all
these dusty old books from 1825.
Was Murray State even around in
1825?"
But the horror didn't stop there.
Vandekamp soon realized the
library had closed, and he was alone.
Josh Molten, junior from Harrisburg, lll., was in charge of checking
the area where Vandekamp disappeared and said he never saw anything.
"I didn't realize tbat this could
happen," said Molten. "I thought no

one ever used Section Y. I thought
they warned people about this at
Freshman Orientation. What do they
teU people about at Freshman 0 if
they don't warn them about getting
lost in Section Y?"
Vandekamp said there was a period of about a l 0 minutes when he
passed out because of sheer terror.
''1 mean, once you realize you've
wandered into the stuff that legends
are made of, you kind of get a little
woozy," he said. "I think I landed
between some stacks of old 'Ladies'
Home Journal' and 'Biology Life.'"
There; Vandekamp awoke several
hours later, jilted and alone. He survived his three-day ordeal by snacking on leftover pages of the magazines and looking through books on
the artificial insemination of cattle.
"Really, it wasn't that bad," Vandekamp said. "I've developed quite
an affinity for library paste, and I
learned enough about heifers to last
me a lifetime."
Vandelcamp was finally found
when his roommate noticed he was
missing.
His roommate, Danin Sanders,
freshman from Newburgh, Ind.,
notified Public Safety.
"At first I thought (Vandekamp)
had probably moved out, but then
after a few days, I realized his stuff
was still bere," Sanders said.
Sanders notified Public Safety
and told them he bad last seen Vandekamp in Watedield. Public Safety
officers knew immediately what was
wrong.

"It happens almost every year,"
an officer said. "We usually ger
some punk who thinks he can ignore
the warnings about Section Y.''
The officer said this occurrence
isn't unusual. In fact, many firsttime visitors are curious about the
bowels of Waterfield, and officers
are often called in to rescue someone
who's gone out of bounds.
''You didn't hear this from me,
but we've even had to fish (University President F. King) Alexander
out of Section Y,'' he said.
The officer said students who do
decide to use lhe Waterfield basement facilities are encouraged to
study with a friend. If you must
study alone, always tell someone
when you're going to Waterfield
and when you expect to return.
Finally, the officer cautions, never
look for a book alone.
"Leave all the book hunting to
trained professionals, like foreign
exchange students and library workers," he said. "Never go it alone."
Brandon Vandekamp is a believer
in this one.
Said Vandekamp: "I just wasted
three days of my life eating issues of
'Ladies' Home Journal' and licldng
library paste from the spines of
books. It's not worth it just to be
brave. Don't go it alone."

guys' phonophobia
In My
Opinion

Women have asked me why "later" could be anytime after
some men are afraid to pick up now.
However, and here's where the
the phone and call.
I have many friends who are crux of the problem lies, a guy
girls, so I've undoubtedly bad the will ask, "Hey, can I caJI you back
"Men suck!" conversation on in like five minutes?" And then
numerous occasions. At one point . the bastard leaves you hanging.
He specified every detail of the
or other, all my female friends
have come up to me and asked, fonnula. He has stipulated the
''Why don't men call?"
party that will do the calling
Seeing as how 1 cannot speak the callee or party receiving the
for every penis-bearing human, I call (you), and he even specified a
decided to inquire if this issue time in which the call will be
placed (five minutes). What hapwas indeed a real problem.
I asked several of my female pened? Ladies, can I get an
friends and associates about this, "Amen!"?
and on the official Jist of Reasons
Unless you've been struck
Why Boys Are Stupid, one thing dumb because of your lying ways,
there is no reason why you cannot
tops them all.
Of course there is the expected pick up the phone, even if it is to
leaving-of-the-toilet-seat-up and say, "Listen, I'm really busy, and
obviously the wearing-of-the- I don't know when I'll be able to
socks-with-the-sandals complaint call, but I would like to talk to
and, yes. let us not forget the you."
watching-of-the-football-gameEven that would keep the poor
while-the-girl-wants-to-cuddle- girl from waiting by the phone for
and-talk scenario. However, the hours (apparently looking at the
one thing that seems to top the list telephone makes it ring), then
every time is MEN DON'T asking her roommate if you called
while she went to pee or get a
CALL.
As a guy, I try to return phone soda from the refrigerator. Even
calls as promptly as I possibly can that would save her the trouble of
- especially if I know the other picking up the receiver every 10
person would greatly appreciate minutes just to cheek if the phone
that call, but my brethren (most is working.
other males) seem to think it a
Because girls are trusting crea·
loathsome task to pick up the tures: "That can be the only reason he hasn't called," she says,
phone and give girls a call.
Do men think girls see them as "The phone simply has to be out
desperate if they call? Is talking of order. I mean, he said he'd call,
on the phone some sign that right? He told me he'd call before
you're less of a man? Do men 8, didn't he? Him being involved
think vengeful phone leprechauns in a horrible accident would be
will jump out of the receiver and the only reason he wouldn't call,
steal their thoughts if they try to wouldn't it?''
You see, guys? You see what
call?
All right guys, so you don't like you do to them when you say
talking on the phone. So you'd you'll call and then don't? I hope
rather watch "Under the Tuscan this has been an eye-opener for
Sun" than return a call. But tell those phonophobes out there me this: Why do you say you'H yes, that is a new word, and you
call and then don't?
may use it as long as you attribute
This is, inarguably, the most it to me.
frustrating thing a guy can do to a
I hope this column has taught
girl. He tells her he'll call and you the words "I'll call you"
then doesn't. Sometimes it's not when said to a teenage or collegeeven the vague-enough-to-not- age girl have the same effect as
mean-it type of promise, like saying, ''Will you marry me, bear
"Umm, I'll give you a call some- my children and live in my town
time," because that is obviously a house?" to a middle-aged
blowoff. Wake up and smell the divorcee.
rejection, Betty McCJueless - the
Put down this paper immediate-guy doesn't want you.
ly, pick up the phone and call the
And it isn't even the "Can I call girl, damn it. She deserves it.
you later?" (which should be
banned from the language
because he asks your pennission
to call when he has no intention of
doing so). Admittedly, even that Severo Avila is College Life edican be open to debate because torfor "The Murray State News."

<n.

SEVERO
AVILA

"ALL RIGHT
GUYS, SO YOU
DON'T LIKE
TALKING ON
THE PHONE.
So YOU'D
RATHER WATCH
'UNDER THE
TuscAN SuN'

Melissa Stoneberger is a faux-news
columnist for "The Murray Stale
News"

THAN RETURN
A PHONE CALL
BUT TELL ME
THIS: WHY DO
YOU SAY
YOU'LL CALL
AND THEN
DON'Tl"

lobal ••
Austrian river nearly claims student's life
Every semester, dozens of Murray State students leave their families, friends and routines behind to experience life in another
country. Each week, Going Global chronicles the experience of one Murray State student .studying abroad.
Studying abroad is simply the best way to
fully develop an appreciation of the rest of the
world. That's exactly what r did in the weeks
following graduation in May 2003.
Through International Business Seminars, I
was one of 46 other students from around the
United States who went to London; Brussels
and Brugge, Belgium; Heidelberg, Germany;
Prague, Czech Republic; Innsbruck, Austria;
Geneva; and Paris all in just 22 days. Needless
to say, we were busy doing something every
single day.
The experience was overwhelming for me
because it was my first time. This was my first
time on an airplane, my first time in Europe,
my frrst time in a subway, my first time to go
water rafting, my ftrst time paragliding and on
and on. If you are searching for beauty, interested in learning about businesses of the
world~ have the desire to experience something people only dream of seeing or want to
be adventurous. then an IBS trip is right for
you.
Though each city was exciting in its own
way, lnnsbruck, Austria. is one I hope to go
back and see again. It is a tourist's dream
because they have almost everything you
could want to do.
The story I would like to tell is the story of
a country boy going water rafting down Innsbrock's exrreme and tortuous river. This experience will never leave my heart or mind

because it almost took my life.
There were approximately 16 people in my
group that decided to go water rafting in Austria. We were separated into two groups: the
action group and the safe group. I was always
adventurous, so I chose the action group along
with some of my wild and crazy friends.
Both groups went down the same river.
However, the safe group steered clear of any
hann, while the action boat paddled forcefully
through. The water, coming straight out of the
Alps, was about 40 to 50 degrees Fahrenheit.
We were all required to wear wet suits so we
wouldn't freeze.
We jumped in our rafts and headed down
the river, and during the frrst few minutes, our
boat instructor gave us safety tips on what to
do if we fell out, got trapped under the raft,
how to pull people out of the river, etc. The
number one rule was: "Do not let go of your
paddle."
So we were off, having the time of our lives,
and then it started getting rough. The waves
were crashing against us hard enough to
knock one of the girls to the floor of the raft. I
thought our boat was going to tip a few times.
but luckily, we managed the first few obstacles. At that point, it was getting intense.
The trip down the river was supposed to be
about four to five hours long. After the first
hour, most of the people in my raft were badly
exhausted from fighting the waves, and it
showed as we entered more rapid waters.
Our raft dipped like it was going down a
short waterfaU, then sprang up and flipped!
My eyes were shut for just a few seconds, but
soon 1 realized I, along with about three others, was trapped under the raft.
We could breathe under the raft because
there was a pocket of air, but it was so scary

we all dove underwater and ended up on the
outside. My group was scattered throughout
the water, but some managed to get the boat
turned back over while it was speeding down
the river.
As far as l could see. three of us were still
in the river desperately trying to get out. Two
had managed to make it to the shore and were
picked up by the safety boat, but I wanted to
catch the action boat therefore I continued
floating down the river.
I saw the raft toward the middle of the iiver,
so I continued to swim toward it. Through it
all, 1 still had my paddle in my hand, which
made swimming difficult. Apparently my boat
crew did not see me because they started paddling toward the shore. I tried to makemy way
to the shore as well, but with the paddle and
the current working against me, it seemed
impossible.
By the time I caught up with the boat, I told
them to throw the safety rope so 1 could catch
it, but they told me to swim. J was exhausted
and couldn't do it. I passed the boat and continued floating down lnnsbruck's rapid river.
At that point I started getting worried when
I saw that neither boat was coming to get me.
I had swallowed what I felt were gallons of
water as I hit some small rapids. I started to
panic and thought I was going into shock or
that I would probably drown.
The further I floated down the river, the narrower it seemed to be. I tried to grab some
branches that hung from the shore, but 1 was
going too fast to get a grip. I turned back every
second to see if a boat was on its way. but I
saw none coming.
As I turned a comer of the river, I saw death
staring me in the face. A huge rock was sticking out from the shore, and I was heading its

ful experience, including the close panic
attack while water rafting. Those 22 days
seem Jike a faint memory now as 1 look back,
but it was well worth the trip.
I would encourage anyone to find the
money and go. It's something you can't
express in words, but you can definitely feel in
your hean.
Will I ever go water rafting again? Probably
so, but I hope next time to be more careful and
safe.

way. I tried to swim away but it was useless.
I began to position myself for a hard blow
but looked back one more time. To my astonishment, a raft full of people were paddling as
bard as they could while coming to rescue me.
A burst of energy arose from my body, and in
desperation, I started swimming against the
current and screaming toward the raft.
It was as if I was in a movie because the
rock and the raft were both getting closer. but
I was going for a happy ending. About JO feet
from the rock, the instructor stuck out his paddle and pulled me in from the water.
I fell to the floor of the raft, gasping for air.
People said my face was blue, my mouth
foamy and nose running. 1 don't guess
it was a pretty sight to see. A
thousand times I was asked if I
was okay, which 1 was. We
flipped twice more before the
end of the journey, but I had a
death grip on the raft's rope
and never got far
away from it
again.
The trip to
Europe was
a wonder-

Steven Elder is a 2003 graduate of Murray
State.
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Firefighters may go 'door to door'
if talks with officials fail to improve

Judge's decision comes
against 'do-not-call' list

PADUCAH (AP)- About a dozen firefighters
held a protest Tuesday in front of City HaU
claiming that the city did not bargain in good
faith with the union.
Daryl Tubbs, president of International Association of Firefighters Loca1168, said the picket
was only the beginning of a campaign to spread
information.
Tubbs said picketing will continue through
Thursday, radio advertisements are already
running, 'IV commercials are set to begin early
next week, and firefighters could begin going
door to door with pamphlets if talks do not
improve.
AU three city unions - firefighters, FratemaJ
Order of Police Jackson Purchase Lodge 15, and
American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees Local1586- are working
under the conditions of three-year contracts
that expired in July.
Tubbs said talks staUed after the city commission rejected a payroU tax recommended by
City Manager Jim ZumwaJt and backed by
Mayor Bill Paxton.

OKLAHOMA C ITY (AP) - A
federal judge has ruled that the
Federal Trade Commission overstepped its authority in creating
the national "do-not-call" list
against telemarketers.
The ruling came in a lawsuit
brought by telemarketers who
challenged the list of 50 million
people who submitted their telephone numbers and said they do
not want to receive business
solicitation calls.
The immediate impact o f
Tuesday's ruling U.S. Distr ict
Judge LeeR. West was not clear.
He did not issue an order directing an action by the FfC.
The list was to go into effect

Two World War I tanks found
in Afghanistan, now at Fort Knox
FORT KNOX (AP) - Army personnel w ho
helped train a new national army in
Afghanistan brought home two relics of past
warfare.
Maj. Robert Redding, a member of special
forces for the Army National Guard based 1n
Colorado, found two World War I tanks w hile
visiting an Afghan scrap yard filled with old
fighting equipment.
Redding sent digital photographs of the
tanks to the Patton Museum at Fort Knox with
a note asking if they would be interested.
The two Ff-18 tanks were built in France during World War I. They are the same model as
tanks used by Gen. GeorgeS. 'P atton to train
American troops in France in 1917 and 1918.
No one knows when the tanks were disposed
in the scrap yard. Army officials said the French
might have sold the equipment to Afghanistan.
Fort Knox personnel arrived in Kabul in May
to restore the tanks. The vehicles were not covered in a lot of rust because Afghanistan is relatively dry, but they were dirty from sitting outside for almost 50 years, Reese said. The tanks
later were flown to Fort Campbell, and they
were hauled by trucks to FOrt Knox on Monday.

Oct.l.

Newspaper refuses

flreann ads after murder
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) - The
Sarasota Herald-Tribune will
begin rejecting classified ads for
firearms after police say a man
used a gun he bought through one
of the ads to kill his estranged wife.
Beginning Oct. 1, the paper will
accept classified advertisements
only for collectible antique
firearms made before 1898. The
ads must be published in the
"Antiques" or "CoUectibles" categories; the paper's "Guns & Rifles"
category w ill be eliminated.
Retailers can still advertise
firearms in display ads and inserts
but they must include their dealer's license number.
The Herald-Tribune said it is the
16th paper in the country and the
fifth in Florida to agree to tighter
standards for firearms advertising.

Officials drop file-sharing
suit against 66-year-old
BOSTON (AP) -The recording
industry has withdrawn a laws uit accusing a 66-year-old
woman, who says she did not even
have file-sharing software, of ille-

gally sharing hundreds of songs,
including rap.
The lawsuit against sculptor
Sara Seabury Ward was among
261 lawsuits filed this month by
the Recording Industry Association of America as part of a fight
against Intemet file-trading.
It accused her of illegally sharing
more than 2,000 songs through the
file-sharing service Kazaa, including rapper Trick Daddy's "I'm a
Thug."
The industry threatened to hold
her liable for up to $150,000 for
each song.

Some question if CUnton
will refrain from running
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP} - A grow·
ing number of New York voters,
including almost six in 10 Democrats, do not want Sen. Hillary Rod·
ham Clinton to run for president in
2004, a statewide poll reported
Wednesday.
The poll from Marist College's
Institute for Public Opinion aJso
found that two-thirds of New York
voters take the former first lady at
her word when she says she won't
seek the White House next year.
New York voters are about evenly split on whether they would like
to see Democrat Clinton run for the
presidency someday.
In the latest Marist poD, 69 per·
cent of New York voters, including
51 percent of Democrats, said they
did not want to see Clinton run in
2004. In an April poll from the
Poughkeepsie-based pollster, 54
percent of New York voters said
they did not want her to run for the
White House next year.
During a recent visit to the New
York State Fair, Clinton said she
was absolutely ruling out a presi·
dential run in 2004. While speculation has con tinued since that she
might make a late entry into the
race, 67 percent of New York voters in the latest poll say they think
she will stick to her p ledge to serve
out her full six-year Seriate term
that ends in 2006.
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U.S. forces ldll four
Iraqis In two incidents
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - A
homemade bomb exploded
Wednesday along a road in
the Iraqi capital, missing a
U.S. military patrol but
killing at least one Iraqi and
injuring 18 others as it
destroyed two civilian buses,
police and hospital officials
said.
Also Wednesday, U.S.
troops killed four Iraqis in
two separate engagements
near Saddam Hussein's
hometown Tikrit and seized
about 1,000 rounds of
An Iraqi man looks though the door of AI-Nijoom movie
ammunition in a raid around
theater in MosuJ, 2SO miles nor th of Baghdad, Iraq,
the nearby village of Uja,
where a bomb exploded Wednesday. The theater, which
where the ousted Iraqi
opened after Saddam Hussein's regime collapsed,
leader was born.
showed
foreign sex films, and witnesses said two people
In Mosul, meanwhile, a
were
killed
and seven were injured in the blast.
bomb exploded in a movie
theater advertising foreign
sex films, and witnesses said yenr-old · drifter they had OPEC officials
cut oH
two people were killed and held for more than a week.
production 3.5-percent
Prosecutor Agneta Blid·
seven injured. Religious and
VIENNA, Austria (AP) political
groups
have berg did not identify the
Defying
most expectations,
warned cinema owners new suspect or give other
OPEC
will
cut its oil produc·
against showing such films details, but said authorities
tion
target
by 3.5 percent
after censorship ended fol· had "probable cause," or
beginning
in
November, the
to
lowing the collapse of Sad- reasonable grounds
cartel
announced
Wednesday.
believe the person was
dam's regime.
The
Organization
of PetroleThe Baghdad bombing involved in the killing.
um
Exporting
Countries
Police have urged people
took place in the Azamiyah
agreed
to
reduce
its
output
district, a commercial and with information on Lindh's
ceiling
by
900.000
barrels
a day
residential neighborhood in killing to call hot lines. They
to
24.5
million
barrels.
OPEC
the north·central part of the also placed a police van with
capital. The American vehi· officers receiving tips out- pumps about a third of the
des escaped damage but two side Nordiska Kompaniet, world's crude.
Although the market is curbuses
were
destroyed, the department store where
according to Iraqi police Lt. Lindh was stabbed Sept. 10. rently well supplied, OPEC is
The previous suspect was taking pre-emptive action now
Awas Ibrahim. Hospital officials reported that five of the arrested Sept. 16. Investiga- to try to keep prices stable
injured were in critical con- tors said he resembled a before an expected dip in seaman seen on surveillance sonal demand early next year,
dition.
camera pictures of the scene the group's spokesman Omar
shortly before the attack and Ibrahim told a news confer·
won a court order to hold cnce.
Authorities arrest
OPEC predicts the daily
him for questioning. His
Lindh murder suspect name wns never released.
supply of crude will outstrip
STOCKHOLM, Sweden
Lead investigator Leif Jen- demand by 25 million barrels
(AP}- Police arrested a new nekvist said the new suspect during the first quarter of 2004.
s uspect Wednesday in the a lso looks like the man in
murd.er of 'Foreign Minister the pictures but declined to News in Brief is compiled oy
Anna Lindh, releasing a 35· elaborate on their evidence. Adam L. M.alltis, o11line editor.
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Kentucky innocence -project expands to MSU
b y Kani Freeman
Contributing Writer
The Kentucky Innocence Project, which
works to free wrongly convicted felons, will
arrive soon at Murray State.
Kentucky's Depanment of Public Advocacy sponsors the project and reviews criminal records of prisoners who claim innocence, said Jeanne Scafella, department of
journalism and mass communications chair.
"KIP gets students involved in doing

research and background work while working with attorneys," Scafella said.
Mark Stavsky, faculty adviser of a similar
program at Northern Kentucky University,
said the program gives students an opportunity to develop skills needed to practice
law.
Kentucky Innocence Project Director
Gordon Rahn said this project is part of the
statewide Public Defender's Office.
The Kentucky Innocence Project was
established in 2000 and is associated with

inal justice program. "It's a wonderful
opportunity for one who wants to go into
law or to do the right thing."
Rahn said prisoners who want their cases
reviewed by the Kentucky Innocence Project send a letter requesting assistance from
the project and submit a form describing
their need for assistance. Applicants must
have been convicted and incarcerated in a
Kentucky prison for at least 10 years, be
three years away from meeting with a
parole board and have new evidence to pre-

the University of Kentucky Law School and
Salmon P. Chase Law School at Northern
Kentucky University.
"We help law students. primarily, to possible internships," Rahn said. "Pre-law students and journalism majors have helped
(advance the program)."
Kate King, director of the criminal justice
program said the program may prove an
asset to pre-law students.
"KIP is a great idea and a terrific program," said Kate King, director of the crim-

Campus accessibility raises concern
by Melissa Kllcoyne
News Editor
For Stephanie Sharp, senior
from Owensboro, opening doors
and riding in elevators at the University can be difficult
Sharp said after malcing her
way across campus in a wheelchair to Wilson Hall, she also
must deal with opening heavy
doors, which are not accessible to
those with disabilities.
"One of the main problems
that I've had ... is since I'm a

public relations major, I have a
lot of classes in Wilson Hall, and
there are no automatic doors on
that building, and they make it
very difficult because they're so
heavy," Sharp said. "I can get it
open myself, but it's just a really
heavy door, and it takes me
awhile to open it."
Jeanne Gallimore, director of
the Center for Assisted Living,
filed a complaint against the University alleging various accessibility inadequacies about four
years ago. University officials

How to file
an accessibility complaint
Anyone wishing to file a formal complaint with the
Office of Civil ;Rights should submit in writing the following Information in a letter or on the discrimination
complaint form available from OCR enforcement
offices:
• Your name and address {a telephone number where
you may be reached during business hours is helpful,
but not required)
• A general description of the person(s) or class of persons injured by the alleged discriminatory act(s)
(names of the injured person(s) are not required)
• The name and location of the institution that committed the alleged discriminatory act(s)

-

• A descriptlon of the alleged discriminatory act(s) in
sufficient detail to enable OCR to understand what
occurred, when it occurred and the basis for the
alleged discrimination (race, color, national origin, sex,
disability, age or the Boy Scouts of America Equal
Access Act)
source: U.S. Department of Education

recently signed an agreement
with the Office for Civil Rights
to increase handicapped accessibility on campus.
University President F. King
Alexander said a plan was
approved to update both the Curris Center and the Regional Special Events Center, but the University had to institute a plan that
was affordable and reasonable.
"The purpose of some of the
delays was to find a financially
feasible solution," Alexander
said. "It wasn 't that we didn' t
want to do it."
According to a University
press release, Murray State will
make the RSEC, the Curris Center, Stewart Stadium and the
West Kentucky Exposition Center more accessible to all students.
Sharp said another problem
she hopes the University will
soon resolve is accessibility to
the University' s transportation
system. Sharp is supposed to take
several trips this year with the
Advertising Club and her public
relations classes but may not be
able to attend because of the
vehicles' lack of wheelchair
accessibility.
'
"I've heard that certain people
on tho board of directors are
meeting to deal with that issue,
but I haven't heard anything
about a fmal decision," Sharp
said. "From what I hear, some of
the faculty are trying to rent a lift
van."
Missy Jenkins, senior from
Paducah, said she had difficulties
accessing Health Services, the
Employment Office in Wrather,

sent in their case.
Rahn said the project examines evidence
not previously presented, such as DNA or
possible eyewitnesses.
It takes a year and a half to investigate a
case, Rahn said. The Kentucky Innocence
Project currently is worki ng on 30 cases.
Said Scafella: ''I told Rahn that if we
could get any journalism students interested, I'd be glad to work out independent
study credits or that kind of thing if they're
jnvolved in a project like that."

University Police: Safety tip of the week

the Curris Center and the RSEC.
"Last year when I went to see
the basketball game, there were
like 10 wheelchairs (on the sidelines), and I felt like I was in the
way," Jenkins said.
Sharp said she finds the Curris
Center's accessibility a major
issue.
"I really think that changes
could be made as far as the accessibility of the elevator in the Curris Center, and also I think that
every building on campus needs
to have automatic doors." she
said.
Hester College lacks an adequate ramp for wheelchair accessibility, Sharp said, but Springer
College, where, she lives, is
accessible.
"They do have handicappedaccessible donnitories," she said.
"I think it is really adequate."
Sharp said the University's
accessibility has increased since
she began school.
"I think that if I've ever had a
concern, I've gone through the
proper channels in order to deal
with it, and certain things have
been dealt with pretty promptly.
but one of the major problems is
trying to get automatic doors put
in Wilson," Sharp said.
Jenkins said she also has seen
improvements, but others can
still be made.
"I don't think there are a whole
lot of problems, but it depends on
what degree you are in a wheelchair," she said.
Alexander said accessibility
issues should have been resolved
when the RSEC was built, but fiscal realities had to be met ftrSt.

(From left to
right) Sgt.
Jody Cash
supervises as
Allison Webster, junior
from Lexington, engraves
her possessions. Junior
Libby Jarett,
from Crestwood, and
senior Tara
Liggett, from
R o bard s,
watch.
larry Nixon/guest

Extra precautions may help
prevent residence hall crime
Staff report
Every year, Public
Safety investigates thefts
in the residential colleges. Public Safety Captain Larry Nixon said
many of these incidents
are "crimes of opportunity."
Nixon said residents
have had laptops and
smaller items, such as
COs stolen, from their
unlocked rooms io the
past
To help prevent theft in

the residential colleges,
Public Safety suggests
the following:
• Never prop open outside
access doors to the residential colleges.
• Mark and document
personal property. Public
Safety offers assistance in
properly documenting
possessions.
• Report any suspicious
person or activity to the
residential college staff or

the Public Safety department. Make sure to
describe the person in
detail and where they
are/were located.
• Always use the door
viewer before opening
the room dool' to see who
is there.
• While in the room, and
wbeo leaving the room,
make .sure to lock the
bathroom door, if Jiving
in suite-style accommodations.

*
Restaurant, since

*
Friday SePtember 26th
6:00Pm- 1 am
Tri Sii!ma House

r1605 Miller AveJ
Join the Tri Sigma's in a nisht full of fun!
Games
Prizes
Karaoke
Food
AU Proceeds benefit the Robbie Paee Memorial.

*

All of our cfashes are made with
fresh beef, sausage, yeggies, sauces.
I tab dough & homemade
desserts prepared daiyl

PIZZA • PASTA • SALAD BAR • DESSERTS
Daily Specials • Private Meeting Rooms
970 Chestnut • 753-2975

College Ufe Editor: Severo Avila
Assiscant College Ilk Editor. Alida Ray
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This \Veek
•Friday
•Play - "Black Comedy." 7 p.m., Johnson
Theatre. Free admission with Racercard.
Mature
themes.
Phone 762-4421 for
reservations.

•Cinema Intern&·
tlonal - "My Big Fat
Wedding,"
Greek
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater.
•Friday Night Live
Horizontal Orange
concert, 8 p.m., Curris
Center Stables.

•Saturday
•Cross

College Life

Phone: 762-4480

Country

Meet - Murray State
lnvitational, 10 a.m.,
University Farm.
•RifJe Match - Murray State vs. University of Tennessee at
Martin, 9 a.m., Stewart Stadium.
•Football
Game
Murray State vs. Tennessee Tech, 7 p.m.,
Tennessee Tech.
•Play - "Black Comedy," 7 p.m., Johnson Theatre. Free
admission with Racercard.
Mature
themes. Call 7624421 for reservations.

•Cinema Internadonal - "My Big Fat

Pa1/9ents in College Courts juggle full
cottrse loads, family life
by Janet Robb
Contributing Writer

A blaring alarm clock is a sound many
college students associate with getting up
to prepare for class. But for two families
living in College Courts, the alarm clock
signals an early rise to get the children
ready for school before the parents themselves must go to class.
Sang-Kil Oh and Young-Lao Huh, both
second-semester Teaching English to
Speakers of Other Languages majors
from South Korea, know how it feels to
get up early to get their daughters,
Young-Enu. 9. and Young-Jin, 6, ready
for school. The bus picks up Young-Jin
at 6:35 a.m., while Young-Enu leaves at
7:20.
"Six a.m. is when our daily schedule
starts," Oh !'aid.
Both Oh and Huh take nine hours of
class credit, and since some of the courses they need are offered only at. night,
finding baby sitters can be a problem.
Huh said she has heard of a child-care
service on campus. but her older daughter
is too old to be admitted.
"Fortunately, my neighbor is the same
major in the teacher program, and his

wife is a housewife, and she has two little
kids, so they take care of the kids," he
said.
After getting the girls off to school. the
couple spend the next six hours studying
in Waterfield Library. The children get
home at 3 p.m. and shortly after, Oh and
Huh leave for class.
Their day ends at about 9 p.m., but
only after a late dinner and spending time
with their daughters.
Huh said even after that long day. she
and Oh must balance being parents with
being students.
"After 9, maybe we should study
again," she said.
Eun Young Lee, a first-semester
TESOL major from South Korea, also has
to start her day early in order to take care
of her children, Jane, II, and Jason, 7.
"I usually wake up at 6:10 a.m.,'' Lee
said.
Lee also said her son has to be ready for
the bus at 6:35 a.m., while her daughter
gets picked up at 7:10. Lee's classes
begin at 8:30a.m. and end at 2:20p.m., so
when she gets out of class and her children come home, she helps them with
homework and has them read. Lee usually spends three hours in the library study-

ing and comes back home to do homework.
"I have homework all through the
evening. I have lots of homework.'' Lee
said. " I get done about midnight every
day. The other night I went to the bed
about 3:30a.m. I'm very tired.''
Having a full class load is now a challenging transition for Lee, who was a
homemaker for 14 years. She said she
must now adapt to studying, attending
classes and being a good homemaker and
mother.
Each of the families has a different
view on whether or not it is easy to raise
a family while being full-time students.
Oh and Huh said they don't believe it's
difficult balancing the two lifestyles, but
Lee said since her husband is not in Murray at the moment, she finds it difficult to
spend as much time with her children as
she would like while also being a good
student.
However, they all said College Courts
is a safe environment to raise children and
is conveniently located on campus.
"I don't have any difficulty living
here," Oh said. "It is a very good place to
live for families, rather than living off
campus."

Rashod Taylor/The News

During a daily household ritual, Eon Young Lee assists her
daughter Jane with homework after school. After helping
with her daughter's assignments, Lee must tackJe her own.
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Latest backpack fashions offer practicality, style
by Allison Ught
Staff Writer

JanSport Minuet
$32.99 www.lrvs.com

•

•Monday
•Ticket Sales - Fuel
concert sales, 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday, SGA
Office. Phone 7626951 for information.

•Tuesday
•Resume VVorkshop
Oakley Applied Science north third floor.
Free service. Phone
762-3802 to schedule
date and time.
•Activity - Wax
Hands, 10:30 a.m. to
2:30 p.m., Curris
Center Rocking Chair
Lounge. No cost.
•CAB - Campus
Activities
Board r
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Ohio
Room.

September 26, 2003

Double Duty

Wedding,"
Greek
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater.

•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha. 9:45 a.m. Elizabeth College back
lobby. Free rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Men's
Soccer
Murray State vs. Middle Tennessee State,
1:30 p.m., Murray
High School Soccer
Field.
•VVomen's Soccer
Murray State vs.
Evansville, I p.m.,
Cutchin Field.
•Play- ''Black Comedy," 2:3.0 p.m., Johnson Theatre. Free
admission with Racer·
card. Mature themes.
Phone 762-4421 for
reservations.
•Lecture
"The
Media Literacy" by
John Dillon, 7 p.m.,
623 Faculty Hall.
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JanSport Wheeled Daypack
$79.99 www.ebags.com

Finding the perfect book bag is an art form.
Which bag is most comfortable? Which holds
the most books? Which looks the most stylish?
Which can accommodate a cell phone and bottle
of Evian?
With literally dozens of bags on the market, students are finding it increasingly difficult to
choose the perfect bag. There is a bag to fit almost
any need - from regular two-strap backpacks to
high-tech bags that "handle caffeine, concrete and
switch flips,'' according to www.jansport.com.
JanSport is one of the largest backpack manufacturers in the country.
In addition to varying shapes. sizes and colors,
there also are mapy different styles from which to
choose, such as the sling (one strap that drapes
over the body), the messenger (otherwise known
as a satchel) and backpacks on wheels.
An infonnal campus survey showed the most
popular brands are JanSport, L.L.Bean, Old Navy,
Nike and American Eagle.
Cara Evans. freshman from Gilbertsville, said
she has had a Nike backpack for six years and
intends to keep it because of its comfort and reliability.
"I've had this backpack since I was in the seventh grade," .s he said. "Sometimes (my back
hurts) when it gets too heavy, but not often."
L.L.Bean's most popular styles include the
Deluxe Book Pack, a regular backpack, and the
Big Easy Pack, a messenger-style bag.
An L.L.Bean e-service representative said these
two styles are most popular because of reliability
and convenience.
"(The Deluxe Book Pack's) classic design is
just the right size for textbooks, and it's built

tough so you know it will last for years," the representative said. "(The Big Easy is most popular)
because you can switch from backpack to messenger to briefcase easily."
Some students cannot decide which type of bag
they like the most, so they use two.
Chris Watts, freshman from Louisville, has a
CameiBak: and an Old Navy messenger-style
satchel. He said the CameiBak is more reliable,
but the Old Navy bag is more stylish.
..1 hav.~one that bu a.rain eover to protect my
books, but (the Old Navy satchel) really won't
unless I have llD umbrella," Watts said. "I think
(the satchel) looks cooler, but the other one is
more functional."
Watts said the smaller satchel is more convenient, but its straps break much easier than those
on a regular backpack.
Lyn Williams, a nontraditional student from
Benton, uses a backpack on wheels to carry books
to class. She said it is easier to roll the bag when
walking.
"I use the wheels the most when walking from
my car to class because parking is so far away,"
she said. "1 carry it in places where it is hard to
roll, like on bricks and gravel."
Even professors have book-bag preferences.
Richard Robinson, adjunct in the mathematics
department, said he has tried both the backpack
and the messenger satchel.
"I like the satchel because it looks more professional, but the backpack is more comfortable," he
said.
In Murray, Wal-Mart and the University Bookstore are popular places to get backpacks, however, Web sites such as www.llbean.com,
www .jansport.com,
www .oldnavy .com,
www.ebags.com, and www.gap.com are availabe
for students who prefer to shop online.

Old Navy Messenger Bag
$12.50 www.oldnavy.com

.Jar•~D,on

Cordillera 33
$49.99 www.nextag.com

•Wednesday
•Resume Workshop
Oakley Applied Science north third floor.
Free service. Phone
762-3802 to schedule
date and time.
•Judicial
Board
Hearing - Parking
appeals, 3 p.m. Phone
762-695 I for more
information.
•SGA -Student Government Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room.

•Thurs4ax
•Resume Workshop
Oakley Applied Science north third floor.
Free service. Phone
762-3802 to schedule
date and time.

•Cinema

Intern&·

donal- "Bowling for
Columbine, "7 :30
p.m., Curris Center
Theater.

KEELHAUL

Chris Schweizer

College Life
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This Week
1. John Mayer - "Heavier
Things"
2. Hilary Duff - "Metamorphosis"
3. Seal - "Seal IV"
4. Alan Jackson - "Greatest
Hits, Vol. 2 and Some Other
Stuff'
5. Beyonce - "Dangerously In
Love"
Source: Associated Press

•Movies
1. Underworld - Starring
Kate Beckinsale
2. Secondhand Lions
Starring Michael Caine
3. The Fighting Temptations
Starring Nigel Washington
4. Once Upon a Time In
Mexico - Starring Antonio
Banderas
5. Cold Creek Manor - Starring Sharon Stone
Source: Associated Press

•Books
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Students, faculty celebrate Hispanic culture
bv Lydia Barrow
Contributing Writer
In celebration of National Hispanic Heritage Month, the College of Education and
the modem languages department are hosting a series of events from Monday
through Oct. L
National Hispanic Heritage Month celebrates the achievements of Hispanics in
America.
Janis Murphy, associate professor in the
department of educational studies, leadership and counseling, said Hispanics represent 13 percent of the U.S. population, and
event organizers at Murray State hope the
activities will allow all students, especially those of Hispanic descent, to embrace
their culture and realize their social
responsibility.
Murphy said since Hispanics represent a
considerable percentage of American society. it is important for young people to recognize Hispanic achievements.
"It is important that the younger generation understand their role in the society,"
she said. 'We as adults are going to be
looking to them for leadership."
The events, most of which are being held
on the second floor of Regents Residential
College, began Monday with a documentary, "Women of Hope: Latinas Abriendo
Camino."

The video showcases 12 Latina women
who broke new ground with their lives
and achievements in the United States.
The women, from writers to civil rights
lawyers, represent tbe strength and
resilience that National Hispanic Heritage
Month embodies.
Murphy said the women are role models
for all races and cultures.
"The women in the video are role models who embody the spirit of Eleanor Roosevelt, who said, 'No one can put you
down without your permission.' Not only
are they role models for Hispanic people,
but for everyone," Murphy said.
The events continued Wednesday night
with a presentation of "Stand and Deliver," a film about a motivated teacher who
had a profound impact on Hispanic students in Los Angeles. "Victim of Two
Cultures: Richard Rodriguez," a film
about the lead actor, will be screened next
Wednesday.
The series of events will conclude on
Oct. 1 with Jonathan Watkins, senior from
Henderson, relating his experiences in
Spain.
William Koenecke, assistant professor in
the College of Education, said the events
honoring National Hispanic Heritage
Month are important for cross-cultural
interactions within the classroom and
beyond.

Paul Baker/The News

Associate Professor Janis Murphy makes a short presentation to guests at the
screening of "Women of Hope: Latin as Abriendo Camino" in Regents College on
Monday. The documentary was the fint in a series of events being held at Murray State to celebrate National Hispanic Heritage Month.
Said Koenecke: "These series of events
are important because it creates awareness,
which is the major goal of the organizers
of the event. As a teacher who teaches students how to teach, I relate personaJJy with

the movie 'Stand and Deliver, • and it
shows how important a teacher's role is in
helping students coming to terms with
their identity and culture as well as
become successful adults."

1. Phil McGraw - "The Ultimate Weight Solution•

2. John Grisham - "Bleachers"
3. Arthur Agatston - "The
South Beach Dier
4. Nicholas Sparks - "The
Wedding"
5.AI Franken - "Lies and the
,Lying Liars Who Tell Them: A
Fair and Balanced Look at the
Righr
Source: Associated Press

•web Site
www.polltlcalcompass.com
Are you an elephant or a donkey? If you're curious as to
whether you are still as conservative as your parents
taught you to be, take the test
on this site. The "compass"
can guide you to be more in
touch with the political views
you were not aware you had.

RCA takes students outdoors with 'Meet the Parents'
by Liz Smith
Staff Writer
Students were treated to a night of dancing, music and even romance during the
outdoor showing of "Meet the Parents" at
10:30 last Friday at Cutchin Field.
In the fall of 2002, several Murray State
students from the Residential College
Association went to the South Atlantic
Affiliate of College and University Residnece Halls conference at Florida State University. During the trip, FSU held an outdoor movie night, which caught the attention of several Murray State resident
advisers.
"Florida State University is obviously a
lot bigger than MSU.'' said RCA vice president Jessica Linenfelser. "But we thought
having an outdoor movie was just the
coolest thing we could do here at Murray.
Plus, it would keep students from gojng
home over the weekend."
Residential College Association Presi-

''We were extremely happy with
the turnout. A lot of students
rolled in after Mr. MSU ended.''
Jessica IJnenfelser
RCA Vice President
dent Kyser Lough said the students discussed the idea at an RA meeting and later
received pennission from the Curris Center director and athletics director to use the
soccer field and projector.
Once everything was approved, the RAs
were given the green light to show a movie
every week on the ~ack of the Curris Center as long as the weather allowed.
"'Meet the Parents" was chosen to start
off the event.
"We decided on •Meet the Parents'
because it was Family Weekend," Linenfelser'said. "We wanted a movie that both
the students and the parents would enjoy."

On the night of the premier, between 100
and 150 students showed up with hoodies
and blankets in tow.
"I think this outdoors thing is awesome,
especially the fact that it's cool tonight,"
said Ben Northcutt, freshman from Calvert
City. "People will be wrapping up trying to
keep warm rather than stripping off their
clothes trying to get cool."
A few couples did just that, snuggling up
amid the wet grass and cool wind. In fact,
a few new budding romances may have
developed during the movie.
"I came here because (freshman Jamie
Spradley, from Evansville. Ind.) told me
to:' said sophomore Brian Cobourn, also
from Evansville. "I' II find out if it was
worth it by the end of the night."
Many students decided coming to the
movie was worth it, and Linenfelser said
everyone seemed to enjoy themselves.
Some students started dancing to the
theme music from "Meet the Parents'' prior
to the start of the movie.

"We're dancing because the music is
old-fashioned and it makes us feel
cheesy," said sophomore Carty Robinson,
from Palentine, Ill.
Her dancing partner, Anna McClure.
junior from Paris. Tenn .• laughed and said
they were just in a silly mood, and the two
kept dancing.
Despite high spirits, a few minor problems arose.
Lough said the soccer field sprinklers
had soaked the grass. and there was a tree
shadow cast on the screen- both leading to
student complaints, he said.
Linenfelser said overall, the night was a
success.
"We were extremely happy with the
turnout," she said. "We weren't sure how
many we'd get seeing as this is the first
time we've done this. A lot of students
rolled in after Mr. MSU ended...
The second outdoor movie showing will
be "The Goonies" at 10 p.m. Friday at
Cutchin Field. Admission is free.

going to the
Get The Murray State News
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Power outage creates humor in 'Black C.omedy'
Actors stumble about in darkness,
while audience witnesses chaos
by Allison Light

After the first week of rehearsals, Judd said
the actors were "off book," meaning the cast
was not allowed to use scripts, and by the second week, the whole play had to be completely memorized.
"We've been on a very fast-track rehearsal
process, so that's been a challenge in itself,"
he said. "I think we've rehearsed it enough,
by all means, but at the same time it's been
hurried."
Judd said he thinks audiences will respond
well to the play, especially the physical comedy.
Courtney Winstead, senior from Bowling
Green, plays Carol, Brindsley's spoiled
fiancee. She said the play will interest students because of its content.
"Actors pretending to be in the dark (is) a
reaJiy different concept," Winstead said.
"Compared to other shows, this one stands
out because of that physical element."
Stage manager Ashley Boehne. sophomore
from Carlyle, Ill .. said this show might be the
only comedic production on campus this year,
therefore, students should take advantage of
it.
"I think it's one of the only comedies we're
going to do this year, and it's really funny,"
Boehne said.
Malinauskus said he hopes everyone will
attend the show for at least one night of fun
and excitement as a blackout turns Brindsley
and Carol's world upside down.
"We would like everyone to come see it
because we think it will be a fun, marvelous
(and) humorous farce," Malinauskus said.
"Black Comedy" runs through the weekend
with evening shows at 7 on Friday and Saturday and a 2:30 matinee Sunday in Johnson
Theatre.

Staff Writer
"Dark" humor was on the bill as Peter Shaffer's ''Black Comedy" opened last night in
Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
Director Mark Malinauskas, professor of
theatre and dance, said the play is a comedy
about Brindsley, a young, struggling artist in
London whose sculptures are to be examined
by an eccentric art collector.
A blackout occurs in Brindsley's flat as the
play begins. On top of that, Brindsley's
fiancee ' s military father is coming to meet
him.
Eventually, more characters appear, including Brindsley' s ex-fiancee, the upstairs
neighbor and the next-door neighbor, causing
more confusion and comedy during the black~
out.
Malinauskas said "Black Comedy" was
very challenging for the actors because it
takes place in a blackout, but during the
blackout scenes. the audience can see the
actors.
"It's a big change from what we normally
do. We focus on one another when we talk
and look at (each other's) reactions," Malinauskus said. 'The challenge for the actors was
to not focus because they are in the dark."
Auditions were held for "Black Comedy"
the first day of classes, and rehearsals started
almost immediately.
The seven cast and 21 crew members
rehearsed for more than a month for the play.
Joey Judd, senior from Benton who plays
Brindsley, said "Black Comedy" is not only
physically challenging, but the actors and
crew also were under pressure to get the play
off the ground rather quickly.

Joey Judd (above, far left), senior
from Benton; Pamela Judd, senior
from Salida, Colo.; and Daniel
Watkins, sophomore from Parb,
Teno~ rehearse a humorous scene"
from 'Black Comedy.' The play
takes place io Brindsley Miller's
(Joey Judd's) apartment.
J. Brent Morrison (left) senior from
Bloomf"leld, Mo., plays Col. Melke«~
Miller's future father-in-law who
comes to visit at the most inopportune time -when the lights go out.
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Bent Grass • Open All Year
18 Holes • 110-200 Yards
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We Offer Junior Rates
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Great artists ... new audiences .. . where music is going ...

This concert is generously sponsored by

Curris Center and Mu"ay State University
Department of Music
at

Mu"ay State University Performing Arts Hall
Murray, KY

Friday, October 3, 2003 at 8:00 P.M.
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Murray State men sing, dance, ukelele their
hearts out for coveted Mr. MSU title
nationally for the Arthritis Foundation.
This year's pageant was sponsored by
numerous local businesses and organiThe curtains drew back. The audience zations.
Nineteen men, nominated by several
was silent.
MarTeze Hammonds strolled onto the fraternities and campus organizations,
dimly lit stage, dressed in black, carry- competed in the pageant.
Contestants took part in four events,
ing a bouquet of
pale Oowers. He including evening wear and talent comspoke with anger. petitions.
Among the talents showcased were
"Why God?" he
said. "Why did you poetry readings, stand-up comedy rouhave to take him tines, musical performances and other
vaudeviiJian acts.
away from me?"
Three Murray State alumni judged the
Hammonds fell to his
knees and pounded the stage with his talent portion of the competition.
Contestant Jonathon
Blackman,
tist.
" Why'd you have to do that?'' he sophomore from Paducah, said his dancing skills weren't as good as he hoped.
screamed.
"I didn't really think 1 had a chance,"
• He rose to his feet and sang about loss
and pain, his face wincing with each Blackman said of his hip-hop quartet. "I
lyric, as he was accompanied by a don't have that great of a talent."
Awards for Most Talented and Most
pianist.
As Hammonds finished, the audience Crowd Appeal went to Josh Ricks,
junior from Henderson, whose perforerupted into explosive applause.
Later that evening, the audience mance of the song "The Entertainer"
applauded Hammonds, junior from Mur- seemed to impress the judges.
In addition to winning the title of Mr.
ray. again as he was crowned Mr. MSU.
Held last Friday in Lovett Auditorium. MSU, Hammonds also won Mr. Congethe 22nd annual Mr. MSU pageant was niality and Best Legs awards.
" I was pretty confident I'd win Best
presented by the Delta Omega chapter of
Legs once I saw photos of (my competithe Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority.
The pageant serves as the biggest phil- tion) in the Curris Center," Hammonds
anthropic event of the year for the soror- said.
Amy Watson, anchorwoman for News
ity, which has raised over $1 million

Jonathan Meador
Contributing Writer

Channel 6 and Murray State alumna.
served as mistress of ceremonies for the
pageant.
"I actually met my husband at a Mr.
MSU pageant 16 years ago," she told the
audience. "You never know what can
happen at these (events)."
Watson had another unexpected experience when contestant Reese Roper,
sophomore from Newburgh, Ind.,
approached her lectern during his rendition of Garth Brooks·
•·friends in Low Places"
and. sang to her.
" Maybe I've just met
my second husband,"
Watson said afterward
to the audience .
Annie Leigh Cruse,
philanthropic chair for
Alpha Omicron Pi and
sophomore from
Marion,JII., said
she
was
pleased with
every aspect of
the pageant.
"We
raised
over
$7,500
tonight," Cruse
said. "Everything
went
tremendously well : I
thought the guys
did a great job."

Reese Roper (upper left), sophomore
from Newburgh, Ind., bas tbe Lovett
audience singing along witb bls rendition of "Friends in Low Places,"
wblle Andrew Hines (bottom left),
senior from Mt. Vernon, Ill., is
joined on stage by tbe Voices of
Praise choir as tbey collaborate on
an lnpirational venion of tbe song
-<>._ .Happy Day" .frola die _ . .
"Sister Act."
Marteze Hammonds (right), junior
from Murray, deUven a dramatic
solo vocal performance accompanied
by a pianist. Hammonds' performance throughout tbe night's competition impressed tbe judges
enough to win bim tbe dtJe of Mr.
MSU. Hammonds almost swept tbe
competition by also taking borne tbe
awards for Mr. Congeniality and
Best Legs.
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PRIZE IN ETHICS
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DEADLINE: DECEMBER 5, 2003
ELIGffiiLITY: FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE
JUNIORS AND SENIORS DURING THE FALL 2003 SEMESTER
Students must complete an Entry Form along with their Faculty Sponsor. Any interested professor
may act as a Faculty Sponsor and endorse the quality and authenticity of the student's essay.
In addition, students are asked to include a letter from their Registrar verifying eligibility.

FIRST PRIZE: $5,000 SECOND PRIZE: $2,500 THIRD: $1,500
HONORABLE MENTIONS: $500 EACH
Contest entry form, detailed guidelines and further information
are available online at www.eliewieselfoundation.org, or by
sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope to:

The Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics
The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity
529 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1802
New York. NY 10017
Telephone: (212) 490-777
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Double whammy
Racers lose third straight game,
starting quarterback Childress
by Chris Jung
Sports Editor
Apparently opposing running
back Jake Shields didn't get the
memo that the Murray State
oefense is one of the best and
most improved in Division 1-AA.
The Indiana State junior ran for
196 yards and a touchdown Saturday as the Racer team (1-3) had
its eight-home game winning
streak snapped with a 17-10 loss
to ISU.
The defeat is the second in as
many weeks to a Gateway Conference team and extends the MSU
losing streak to three games, giving the Racers the identical record
it sported following last season's
nonconference schedule.
"It's the same as last year,"
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio said.
''We're 1-3. and we'll have to go
on a bit of a roll if we hope to
duplicate what we did last season.
But some things are different.
We're better defen~ively than we
were last year. but we're not as
good on offense, so we'll have to
adjust.''
Shields cont~ibuted 70 yards to
the Sycamore's opening 80-yard
drive and put ISU on the board
first with a 15-yard touchdown
run with 12:49 remaining in the
first quarter.

MSU responds early
Despite the early deficit, the
Racers responded with 10 unanswered points in the first half.

Freshman running back Oscar
Walker notched the first Racer
points with a 2-yard touchdown
run in the second quarter and
senior place-kicker Jesse Obliger
capped a 15-play, 90-yard MSU
drive with a 23-yard field goal.
The second half was a different
story, however, as the Racers
were shut down and shutout by an
unrelenting Sycamore defense.
Gaining a mere 119 yards of
offense. MSU seemed lackluster
on the field and was unable to
capitalize on favorable field positions.
"1 thought we made some
strides last week, but we still have
a Jot of boles to fi ll and questions
to be answered," Pannunzio said.
"It starts with our offense. We
have to be a little more explosive
in what we're doing."
Trailing by seven with 3:50
remaining in the contest, the Racers drove and were in position to
tie the score. A fumble by junior
running back Ulysses Odoms
inside the ISU 20-yard line ended
that hope, however, and with no
Racer timeouts remaining, the
Sycamores eventualJy ran out the
clock.
The win for the Sycamores will
not count toward its conference
schedule, but lSU Head Coach
Tim McGuire said he recognizes
the significance of winning on the
road in Murray.
"This is a tough place to play,"
he said. "Their kids play hard and
there's a lot of tradition here. We
feel fortunate to come out of here

with a win. It was a hard-fought
game, and both teams had a shot
to win the game, as you could see.
"Our (defensive) kids came to
play in the second half, and they
made some plays that we bad to
make to win the game. Those
(MSU) running backs are tough
and Green is a great player, so
you're doing something when you
stop them.''

Childress tears ACL
The Racers discovered earlier
this week that senior quarterback
Stewart Childress would miss at
least two weeks and most likely
the duration of the 2003 season
with a tom anterior cruciate ligament in his left knee.
The injury came late in the first
half of Saturday's contest. Facing
third down before halftime, a
breakdown on the offensive line
allowed the ISU defense to rush
Childress, who then applied a hit
to his lower frame. Childress
stayed down for a moment,
attempted to stand, but was unable
to put weight on the injured leg.
Childress went to the sideline
but returned for the Racers in the
second half, playing the remainder of the game. He was 9-of-17
for 74 yards, no touchdowns and
no interceptions. The senior star
was only 1,318 yards short of the
all-time MSU passing yardage
record going into the contest.
Childress will rest the knee for at
least two weeks and possibly try
to come back with a brace, Pan-

Paul Baker/The News

Murray State senior wide receiver Andrew Nowacki is swarmed by a group of Indiana State
defenders in the middle of one of his four punt returns, which totaled 32 yards overall. Nowacki
also caught two passes for 15 yards in the Racers' 17-10 loss to the Sycamores on Saturday.
nunzio said.
"I would anticipate the way his
body reacts and as tough as he is,
if we get going here and get on a
roll, he'll probably be back and
ready to play before the season's
over," Pannunzio said.
Sophomore
quarterback
Stephen Hatchell will assume
duties for the Racers, starting in
Childress' place. For his career,
Hatchell is 12-of-19 for 121 yards
and one touchdown.

Racers kickoff OVC
For the Racers. however, life
goes on with the OVC schedule
staring the squad in the face. First

up for MSU is Tennessee Tech, a
team the Racers hand led 31-14
last year at Roy Stewart Stadium.
rru actually holds the aU-time
series lead 36-31-1 and should be
a threat for the defending OVC
champs.
"This week is a tough week for
us." Pannunzio said. "Tennessee
Tech is a team that's always really, really well coached. They're
very fundamentally sound. and
they let their opponents make
mistakes and use those against
them. I am very excited about the
game, and I'm fired up. l think
our kids are looking forward to it,
and we were in this same position
a year ago, so l hope we can pick
it up and go."

Despite early struggles, Pannun7io said he thinks the Racers
are still in perfect condition for
the conference title as the season
is a different animal once OVC
play is underway.
"Somebody is going to win this
league that's just like us right
now," he said. "Whoever wins
this league is going to be just like
us, and there's no reason why It
can't be us. We've still got as
good a shot as anybody in this
league to win the thing. Winning a
conference title starts this week,
and I hope we can get off to a
good start in the conference race."
The Racers return to action
against Tennessee Tech at 2 p.m.
Saturday in Cookeville, Tenn.

Piece of history: Racers play Huskers tough, fall2-0 at Nebraska
MSU takes on first Big 12 Conferenre team in histoty, loses
to National Coaches Association No. 3<branked program
Staff Report
Playing against its first
Big 12 Conference opponent in program history, the
Murray State women's soccer team (3-2-3) took
advantage of its extraordinary opportunity. played
hard. but dropped a hardfought contest to Nebraska
2-0 Sunday.
The Comhuskers, ranked
30th in this week's National Soccer Coaches Association of America poll.
notched its first goal in the
25th minute of the contest.
· Opposing tougher and
more experienced talent,
the Murrny State defense
did not back down for the

remainder of the game and
did not allow the Huskers'
second goal until the 80th
minute.
Freshman
goalkeeper
Annie Fortier played all 90
minutes and bad 11 saves in
the losing effort.
MSU's leading scorers,
junior forwards Kristin
Robertson
and Jackie
Thomas, attempted the
Racer team's only shots on
goal.
Last year, Nebraska
advanced to the NCAA
Tournament's Sweet 16
and has won its last three
games, losing only to North
Carolina. the top-ranked
team in the nation, and No.
17 Duke.

Nebraska also was picked
to finish third in the Big 12
preseason poll of league
coaches.
The Racers are sched uled
to take on Arkansas State at
4 p.m. Friday in Jonesboro.
Ark., and wi ll return home
to host Evansville at 1 p.m.
Sunday at Cutchin F ield.
Paul Baker/The News

Murray State junior forward Jackie Thomas
attacks the baU during
the Racers' 1-1 tie with
Indiana-Purdue
.Fort
Wayne on Sept. 19. MSU
is now 3-2-3 heading into
a showdown today at
Arkansas State.

Paul Baker/The News

Mur ray State freshman forward Lacey Latimer pushes the
ball upfield against the IPFW Mastodons on Sept. 19. Latimer
attempted one shot on goal in MSU's most recent contest with
Nebraska and has notched three goals in the 2003 season.

Bass fishing reels in hunter's interest
For the most part, fishing is what I do when I'm not
hunting.
Since there are birds in the air. squirrels in the trees
and deer on the ground and all of them are legal game
this time of year, I j ust don't do much fall fish ing. But
bass get really ravenous this time of year as the cool
evenings bring them out of their deep-water summer
haunts and into the shallows.
The bass gorge on pretty much anything that swims by
in preparation for winter. After spending the hot summer
months in a lethargic mode, the bass get downright rude
in how hard they hit a lure this time of year.
Just about any lure will work this season. Standby
favorites such as plastic worms, spinnerbaits and
crankbaits will produce big numbers of bass. Topwater
fishing also is at its finest now. The bass will explode on
buzzbaits, popping bugs and jitterbugs.
My personal favorite topwater lure is a 3-inch Zara
Puppy stick bait. The lure doesn't make much of a com-

OVC Football Standings

OVC Football Schedule

ovc

SepL 27
Eastern Illinois @ Indiana State,
1 p.m.
Murray State @Tennessee Tech,
2p.m.
Tennessee-Martin @Tennessee
State, 6 p.m.
SEMO@ Samford, 6 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky @Jacksonville
State, 7 p.m.

Samford
Tennessee State
Eastern ntinob
Jack.<:onville State
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
Tennessee-Martin
SEMO

Overall
2-1
2·2
1·2
1·2
1·3

0-0
0-0
0·0
0-0
0.()
0·0

1-3

0-0

1-3

0·0
0·0

1-2

0-4

motion on the surface. but that subtleness can quickly be
broken when a largemouth bass takes offense to it.
Another good choice is a Slug-Go worm or a Zoom
Super Fluke soft plastic jerkbait twitched just under the
surface.
Spend much time fishing these lures this time of year,
and you should probably take along a supply of Paxil. as
the bass strikes will likely fizzle your nerves down to
nothing.
River fishing in particular is at its finest this time of
year. The rivers are very low, and the bass concentrate in
small, deep pools. A canoe trip down one of these small
rivers (the Blood River, which feeds Kentucky Lake,
comes to mind for a fishery around here) can be tedious
because of the shallow areas, but it would probably be
worth it for a large stringer of bass.
My father and younger brother, Matt, experienced just
such a trip last weekend. After spending the morning
shooting a limit of wood ducks, I returned home to find

OVC Volleyball Standings

OVC Volleyball Schedule

ovc

Sepl26
Tennessee-Martin@ Eastern Ken·
tucky, 6 p.m.
Murray State@ Morehead State, 6
p.m.
Austin Peay@ SEMO, 7 p.m.
Tennessee Tech@ Eastern Illinois, 7
p.m.
Jacksonville State@ Tt•nne::osee
State, 7 p.m.

Overall
Murray State
Jacksonville State
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
Samiord
Tennessee State
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee-Martin
SEMO

6-4

t-o

8·3
9-5
5·7
5-7

0·0
0·0
0.()
0-0
0-0

4·7

O.Q

4-7
3·10

0.()
0·0
0·1
0·0

7-6

2·12
1·11

them leaving with the canoe and fishing rods, en route to
the Tradewater River.
Dad tried to talk me into going with them, but 1 decided to go bowhunting instead (surprise, surprise). I ended
up seeing eight deer that evening and arrowing another
nice doe, capping off one of the best days of hunting I've
ever had. When I called dad from campus later on that
night. he informed me I had made a mistake choosing
hunting over fishing. When I asked him how my day
could have been improved, he said he and Matt caught
just over 100 bass on the river and brought home two
limits of fine eating-size largemouth and Kentucky spotted bass.
So, willl go fishing this weekend rather than hunting?
Probably not. But I hope dad does because I sure do like
those fried bass fillets.

Will Bramley is the hunting and fishing columnist for
"The Murray State News."

OVC Soccer Standings
SEMO
Samford
Tennessee· Martin
Jacksonville State
Murray State
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Morehead State

Overall
5·1·3
4-1-3
5·2·1
4·2·1
3-2-3

ovc

4·3-1
4·5·0
2·5·1

0.()..()
0.().()
0·1-0
0-0·0

1-4·1

1·0·0
0-0·0
0-0·0
0-0·0
0-0-0

OVC Soccer Schedule
Sepl 26
Aw;tin Pt-ay @Tennessee TL>ch, 3 p.m.
VM1 @Morehead State, 4 p.m.
Murray State@ Arkansas State, 4 p.m.
Jacksonville State@ Mississippi State, 7
p.m.
Samford @Auburn. 7:30p.m.
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Racer 2003-04 schedule released
Louisville, Florida
State highlightMSU
basketball schedule
Rowing team partakes in unusual
schedule, goes unrecognized by fans
Now that you've anived at where you were certain no
the most anticipated section of other human would be pre"'The Murray State News," sent. and you might possibly
prepare to once again be find all of life's answe~.
caught off guard and awed by
At this point. you are quite
the pure majesty of modem pertutbed with the proximity
of human life in such a distant
word and thought
It is like a distant star in the location, and you decide you
midnight ~ky, a ray of hope must know the source of this
amid the thought that there disturbance and why on earth
were no more Murray State it would be here, of all places,
sportS to write about. lt is the and so early in the morning.
needle in a haystack of Racer As the sun slowly begins to
athletic.<>, and it is available to crawl over the trees, you can
all of us who may one day make out a number of objects
wish to rise early and make ever so smoothly gliding
our way out into the great across the surface of the water
where it appears a.c; if these
unknown.
Imagine, if you will: The watercraft are on autopilot as
brisk morning air bites you a<> they move in unison across
you step out of the car. wiping the lake.
your eyes in a pointless
You begin to think to yourattempt to find daylight in a self, "I have seen this on teleplace you have never been. vision. Now I remember. It is
Suddenly, out in the vast that spon nobody watches
morning array of fog, the during the Summer Olympics.
pleasant tune of waking song- Isn't it called rowing, crew,
birds, the rippling of water and kayaking or something like
the whispering of trees, you that?"
hear the harmonious repetition
Yes, that's what it is, and
of a long-lost childhood tune now I must wonder "'hy in the
arousing interest beyond world would anyone want to
belief.
be engaging in such vigorous
Quietly, you begin to recog- activity at such an early pan of
nize the familiar ditty. "Row, the day? Wouldn't it be better
row, row your boat, gently if the people who propel these
down the ..."lake? You smack state-of-the-an
watercraft
yourself in an effort to en.<>ure enjoy themselves and their
you are awake and levelhead- time spent rowing more if
ed at such an uncommon time they did it later in the day?
All of these questions and
of the day. lt is true you are
hearing thi!> at 4:30am. on the concerns I once had until l
shores of Kentucky Lake reali7.ed what it is that brings

the passion and thrill of the
sport to the athletes who partake in this unre.cognU.ed and
highly underrated sport. lt b
not the cheers of a screaming
crowd, the glisten of gold on a
trophy or the individual notoriety that these athletes seek
when they ~le into a tightfitting boat. This SPQrt
demands hard work, discipline, self-determination and,
most of all, ream work in order
for everything to fall into
place and glide in a synchronized rhythm.
Rowing so far has been
ignored in the fast-paced
arena of action-packed athletic events that dominate the
sports world. I am here to
make you aware of the dedicated individuals who make
up the rowing team here at
Murray State University.
These devoted and disciplined athletes usually have
more done by the time you
and I awake than what we
accomplish throughout the
remainder of the day.
r highly oom.mend all of
you who go unrecognized but
do a wonderful job in displaying that everlasting Racer
Pride which fills all of us
deeply. I wish all you members of the rowing team the
best of lu~k. and for anyone
who doesn't believe in what
you do, I challenge them to
"row" out of bed at 4:30 am.
each and every morning.

Time (p.m.
ARS (Exhibition)

7:15
7:15
7:15
3:00
7:05
2:00
8:00
7:15

St aff Re p ort
With the recent struggles of the Racer
football team, many Murray State fans
are already asking the age-old question.
··when does basketball season start?"
Whi le the season is still months away,
the Ohio Valley Conference powerhouse
received its list of opponents for the
2003-04 season when its official game
schedule was released Sept. 11.
Home games against Southern Mississippi, Southern Illinois and Texas A&MCorpus Christi highlight the Regional
Special Events Center lineup. The Racers also will face first-year OVC members Samford and Jacksonville State in
Murray.
MSU (17-12 last year) will go on the
road to play the likes of Western Kentucky and Texas Christian and do battle
with in-state rival Louisville Jan. 3 in
Freedom Hall. The Racers also will participate in the Pittsburgh Holiday Classic, competing against Delaware State,
Chicago State and Atlantic Coast Conference contender Florida State.
The Racers will be led by first-year
coach Mick Cronin, former assistant
coach and head recruiter for the
Louisville Cardinals. Cronin replaces
Tevester Anderson and will look to
senior forward Cuthbert Victor and
senior guard Chris Shumate for their
leadership.
'
Senior forward Antione Whelchel and
senior guard Kevin Paschel also wi ll
return for the Racers, as the two earned
an extra year of playing eligibility.
Last
season,
forward Antione
Whelchel's desperation three-pointer at
the buzzer was no good, and the No. 4seeded Racer team ended its season with
a 59-56 overtime loss to No. 1-seeded
Austin Peay in the semifinals of the 2003
OVC Tournament.

TBA

~'bY

BROTHER BAND

~u.

9"'Y. U5t'd a f('W times whei1. t was 11n
~ish major and

wanll!d k> fcf..l more

legit s2o ca11 a70> 22&-9625

BROWNLO~

gr:xx:l a:nlibon. $75 or best offer. Bt.l)u
must pick up. 759-3525.

n

AN'TIQll£SEWING...,.WtCH':T>'I;=i...,NF;,.....~
---:

c.Dnet lo ~ a:nlitioo. $75. 753·1176
~10'

$4/:85.00 t-rlds ~ ~ lilm.
p!ir'HIIl'IU, iredMy. 937-71 ~1471.
NEHfA-~OMPl.J'fl:RTBAD OiiDm

Bankruptcy OK. No OOOit Ch'C.k. Gwr·
anm:l Appoval, Checkirg acmunt· '
Hoole !WrV' I'('(J.Itrei I-3X).4194J63,
'MNW.PC4SURf.CO'vl
~oiROCTV=~
.,.__,SYSTtM'""""'

Nl.UDING INSTAl1.Al'X)N' 5lb;aiJe
l> "NA.·Suld-.y ~get 41'T011hs fREE
~ h:r:I!5s 225+ 'TV Our.cls.
~Jit;;tal ~11ity pic.1trolsw-d limiled tirre
dlff. 1-S00-200-4617.

LOST
SCWHINN MOUNTAIN BIKE red,
white, and black 10-speed with front
suspension. Llst seen outsic!f. Wilson
Hall on the .lfternoon/t>vening of
Sept 25. $20 reward. Phone (270)
316-5663 ()( {270) 762-4478.

NOTICE
ATHEISTS, AGNOSTICS, FREEHUMANISTS!
THI N IC ERS,
)oln our local intern('( forum:
http://groups. ya hoo.com/group/
murrayatheists/

HELP WANTED
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
$25CVd.1y potential. local Positions.
1--8()().293-3985 exL 164
EARNUPlO""l!OHifHOUil; maYbe
more by being a S6Vef at Patti's 1880's
Settlement in Grand RM.'f'.t, KY. lrnmedi.1~ position!. available for full and
part time. Just simply come by and
pick up an appliC'.ltion at the hostess
podium. I or more infOI'ITI.ltion call
27().362--8844
SIGMA AlPHA LAMBDA, nalkloal
leJdership & honors Of&<lni.T.ation is
sreking motivc~tcd stuck·nts 10 bring a
chaptl'f to C<Jmpus. 3.0 GPA req. contact: 11Tlin.·r®Si.llhono~.Ofg
IDEAL CIFTS BY FluENDlv h.~ qJE!Il-~for party pl.v'l ad\tius. can :~~xU OU'

TC¥, Ca.5h, Trips. ~· 1-«X).
488-4875. www.lrierdyhome.com
NAlii5NAL P\J8USAINC company
look·i~or
Sales Rcpr
. esent.ative in
Kl'otuc • Willing k> travel MondayFrid.ly.
·ssion fu>ition. ~ny avo-age pays $72(}Wrck. Caii800225-6366 Ext;JJJ.
I:JIMRIG'«lfl" '1JWI80nA1DIL GET
, MILES! GET HOMEI CrT PAID DAILYl
Hiring Solos & Tt'Aimsl Also Hirifl!
O.vncr ()p{:!alf:lfli. Call For Details!
~.346-4639 www.lmightlrans.com

1&:f>AYO.JiUifiDININC:OlMR
TRAINEES WANTED TODAY!
Q.ASS.A COl & R<"lresher Training.
N.1tionwide Job Plaament ~stance.
~nies Hiring Today & Offering

Tuition ReimburSemeoL 1.ooo.a830171, D£LTMCADFMY.CO'vl
DRIVERS COL DRM RS NEEDED!
Up to 34 cpm to st.-111, bmefits, flatbed
trilining, Corw. fleet. 1 yr. vo-iflable
OTR w/dean record Call: 800-8288338. US Truddf1W'landslolr.

REAL ESTATE
AUCTION BURKESVILLE, ICY 250
Acres in 4 tract5. Unsurpassed deer
and rurkcy hunting. 9 miles from Dale

6053. Joe Bryant. Auctiorleer.
I.AJ(f

BARGAIN $24,900. Free CCIV·

ered boat slip! Geotly sloping lake
view pan:el w/rlicc mix d low rolling
f1'leQdoy.os & tree. AbcAs national Q •
est oo 35,<XX> acre recreational lake in
TENN. Paved ro.-lds, water, sewer,
more. Excellent fillilncing. Call OON 1800-704-3154 ext. 490.
lAICifiDIIT LOG toW 3,150~ l/32
ace S134,m B6UlJI rew 3,150 !q.l
a..hnk: laldat q tune m 32 ooes
~ ~ 13'@! ~ Lieacxe&,

p!rin ptay. M.tst lee. Call roN ro::o
770-9311 ~ 335.

NEW lAKE HO\'E, I.AKE CUv'BfRI.N-0, KY S89,nl. NeMy Wl. o:dw
sick~ tone. ~ liiEd
Uly i.rihOO
~ n P*>. ~ <kk. ~
j.nrz2i Lb. ~ viE.w5. m.d1 rme! Cal
lm-770-9311 ~ 971.

n.

TRAVEL
BICGEST SPRING 8REAJ( PARlYI
Cruise with 100s of students on the
largest and wild<.'St student party
crukel Spend 5 days in the Bahama~
from $279! Includes most meals, free
parties, pOf1 taxe<;! Ethia award-win·

CANCUN, ACAPULCO, NASSAU,
nights han $459 ~ lax!
lnda.des ~ dimes5, 2().50 llOU'!t
ire ansl Gu.lrnuf ~ pria!S and
best party mn.te. The only SJlfir8 break
~ reoognized b' 01.6t.1nding
f'lhicsl Visit ~ BFSf !¢ng break W! on
the ~ - view 100s c:J hoE! vicbls and
~at www.sprir'lP·eak1rawl.am
)AMAICAl 7

1~8-6386

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED! Be a campus rep for the only Spring Break
Company rccogni;oed for outstandIng ethics! larn free trips & CA$11!
www .springbrea ktravel . com
l..aoc>-678-6386
#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!
Cancun,
Jamaica,
Aa~pulco,
Bahamas,
Malatliln,
Florida,
S.Padre. 110% Be.t Prices! Book
Now & Get f rre Parties & Mea lsi
Group Discounts. Now Hireng Cam·
pus Reps! 1-800·234-7007 endless·
summertour.;.com
ACT NOW! BOOK 11 PfOPlf, CET
12th trip free. Group discountlo for
6+ www.springbreakdiscounl!>.com
or 1-800-838-8202
PA~

cnv

7:15
7:15

£ArH:o;:]n(110i~v

Beacon Beach

pm Of arrive
Restrictions. Pools, river
Jamui,
tiki bar. 800-488-8828 www.s;lndplperbeacon.
CHERRY BLOSSOM COLF· AND
COUNTRY CLUB, Georgf'town, KY.
Golf Digest Vole(! us Best in St.!le, 191
join us for ro':'r next round or Outing!
Call 502-570.9849.
SI'RJNC BREAJC 2004, Tr.Mi With STS,
America's #1 SIUdent Tocr()pfratOt to

Canaan. Aapulco, Bahamas
and F1orida.. Now hlmg art1pla ~
Ull for JVDUP dism&.mts. lnfonraOOn/Resetv.llions 1~9 or
~

www.ststravtlc:om.

=-------=------:---

BUSI~ESS OPPORTU~ITIES
\\OUf fN>HNG IIEIJS.AbH:k 'Qn.
\o6'1iErt T.Yl •• t-Ore, ~

m:m

~rRfi:.Cda-~Ca11Tal'o/. 1-

fm.711.0158wt.wrp.et;tnmTI

SODA/SNACK VfNDINC QJt-.~.•ndn~
Business q-~ity. .v.inimum lrM>Sl~ $3500. Wccldy prdrts 14> k> S1500!
CaU roN 1-888-2924520.
ATllNTION HOMIOWNERS Ot5Jll.lY
Hol't"e w.mllu for Vinyl SOng Rcp1a<:.e.

men! Wi~ No pa)'l'l'lel"lt until2004.
P.ayrre"IIS st..nu~ ,11 ~th. All cred-

it Cf.Ialifles. Qll 1-S00-251-0043.

ONLINE DISPLAY
ADVERTISING

$25/Week
In house production
at no charge.

Call 762-4478
for more details/

~s

Looking for a job, a car1 or a oocation destination?

Find it in the classifieds!

Classified advertising is a great way to buy and scll, publicize an upcoming event or to send a message to that special someone. Discot~ rhe /JOWer of clcbsifi~ls.
$2 for the first 20 words. • 20t for each additional word • Classifieds deadline: 3 p.m. Wednesday • Payment is due when the ad is placed.

Wax CAR ACTING lJP?
1-fands
r hands in wax and color them!

5ept. 30th
10:30 ~.m. • ,2:30 p.m.

FREE
,alrfis Ce.nter Rocking Chair Lounge
Sponsored by sJ't'

If there are horrible
noises coming from
your car, and it's not

the radio station's top
40, IT'S TIME YOU
CAME TO SEE US!
We're commited to quality auto care, excellent customer service
and fair prices. It's our goal to have you back on the road fast with
complete auto care, from engine to muffler and every part in between.

C·RWJ
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Racer volleyball wins Middle Tennessee State Invitational
MSU extends winning streak to six games, prepares f or remaining OVC schedule
by Nath an Clinkenbeard
Staff Writer
With three tournament victories between last
Friday and Saturday. the Murray State women's
vo lleyball team (6-4, 1-0 Ohio Valley Conference) not only kept its winning streak alive, but
also captured the Middle Tennessee State Invitational Championship in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Great team play and just plain fun have the
Racers hitting on all cylinders. according to
junior outside hitter Kimberly Bunnage.
"We are definitely clicking as a team right
now, and all the girls are getting along real
well," Bunnage said. "Even though we are clicking. we still know that we always have things to
work and improve on."
After a tough early season schedule, the Racer
squad opened the tournament Friday with a 3-1

win over Western Illinois. 30-22. 30-21, 28-30,
30-18. The win was the team's fourth in a row,
improving MSU's record to 4-4.
Murray State was led in the match by Bunnage,
who had a team-high 19 kills and a co-team-high
18 digs . Sophomore outside hitter Paige Sun
added 14 kills and 18 digs, while sophomore set·
ter Nikki Wong distributed a team-leading 35
assists.
Saturday, the Racers continued the tournament
by dominating Appalachian State in a straight set
3-0 win, 30-22. 30- I 6, 30-21.
Head Coach Dave Schwepker was able to use
every one of his players in this match while the
team rolled to victory.
The star of the second match was Wong, who
had 10 kills, 25 assists and eight digs. She was
just two digs short of a triple-double, and she
even included three service aces in the match.

Bunnage also had I 0 kills along with two
blocks. Sun added nine kills and eight digs.
MSU then took on host Middle Tennessee
State in a nightcap championship match.
With another straight set 3-0 win. the Racers
extended their winning streak to six and took
home the tournament cnampionship. 30-26, 3129, 35-33.
Earning the tournament title pleased Schwepker, and he a lso said he sees the enthusiasm with
which his team is playing.
"We performed really well this week by playing hard and controlling each one of the matches," Schwepker said. "We were set up for a great
final match, and it was great that we won
because all of the girls are just having fun out
there."
In the championship game. the team was Jed by
sophomore middle blocker Abbi Gui's match··

high 21 kills. Sun added 16 kills and a team-high
13 digs. Once again, Wong led the team in
assists with 42.
The women finished lhe tournament, winning
nine of I 0 games, posting shutouts against
MTSU and Appalachian State. The team's only
loss was the first garne of the 3-l victory against
Western Illinois.
Wong was named tournament MVP for her
outstanding play throughout the weekend. She
averaged 2.56 kills, 11 .33 assists, 0.44 aces. 2.78
digs and I block per game in the three matches.
Gui joined Wong on the all-tournament team
by leading the Racers in attack percentage with a
0.47. She added 3.4 kills, 1.6 digs and 0.6 blocks
per game.
The Racer team returns to its conference
schedule at 6 p.m. Friday at Morehead State and
I p.m. Saturday at Eastern Kentucky.
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605 S. 12th Unit C
Murray
Phone:767-1199

Fun"Se;":sl,s~753-7 132

I

1006 Chestnut St. • Murray

L----- - - -- ---~

#1 Service, Product & Pride!
Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FR EE
with MSU ID.
OPEH HOUSE
Ph.D. Program InPharmaceutical Sciences
University ofkentucky
Coll~e of Pharmacy
Sat. Oct. 4 10 a.m. - Hoon
• Are you looki19 kr an tdilq, c:hallttl91nQ, and wtU PGYii91Cienc:e aner?

lyo~IIISinl yeslo Qllyolln
_..acnrill'la1~

Sdmsllltfbt,.llryou.Aiotlle

.....IRJIII'II,...

hxlai~Pf, wNdl~pald

Wloqand heclllnlnnceilodilon lo

Located inside
Wai-Mart.
C 2003 Blockbuster Inc.

Ill SIS.SOO. -PI'VICII'· Forilllllt
•Are you Clll'l'tndY lltkilo aBachelor ofSde!u de9'ttln lllolo9VorCbemi*Y? kifurmallanalloelllle Pllaniiaceulcal
• Do you haYe aslr0f19lntertslln call'yftQ out cutllnq-ediJtblomedicllll'tSiatch? SdencesPII.O, ~Open Houst,
•Can you ar~lrlbull yourllllquudenllftc toltntJ lobroad i!UIIdlsclpllnary elb1s
!MmWIow website at 11
locuted an nowl approaches for druQ dlscowry, dtwlcpl!llftl and bUtlan? ttv//YffffJI'r..ljy~/,•kt you laoldn9 kroP111J11111 of~ Qradualesludylhalfeokns
!tcalllcilftl ~i
lntemalanoUy lfC09IIIzed phormoctullcahdentitls?

(&591257-1998.

"CA$H IN A FIA$H"
Loans On Anything Of Value
We Tote The Note Ruto Sales

Cars • Truclls • Guns •Knives ·TV's • Coins
car Stereos • Musical Equipment• Jewetrv
Stamps • Baseball cards •Antiques • VCR's
Home Stereos· Microwaves· camcorders
Dorm Refrigerators • Miscellaneous
7 5 3 - 7 .... 3

713 S. 12 ST. MURRAY, KY 42071
Hours: 9:30a .m. - 7:3 .m.

I

......
...Cllldl-·-·
--

The First Stop On Your Road Trip!

Cor ner o f Coldwater Rd . & Hwy 12 1 • 7 5 3-8 189
Monday - Fri day • 8 a .m . to 5 p .m .

u..lque Mexican J'Mad
SIH~Ctals •

salads ·

~u••ua

